
Dialogue with our Angel N°45          of October 24th, 2016

Walking backwards towards a new future
&

Cassiopeans and Urmahs
&

The Atlantean migration and
the inverted way of St. James of Compostella 

&
Yeshua the Galician 

&
Material and Technology or spiritual technology?

&
The incredible dream of Jenaël

"... The Cassiopeans teaching is carrier of a great hope. Once we are through the first feeling of
dismay to assimilate the "horrors" shelled in the transmissions, we become aware that the truth, as
despicable as it is, is preferable to the lies and ignorance and contains a liberating power.

To understand finally why no solution did really allow to improve the lot  of  humanity through
centuries and millenniums, neither the writing nor the religions, nor the technical progress, nor the
social and political organization of the peoples, reassures us on Man himself. No, he is not bad of
nature, no, he does not destroy all that he touches in the name of some intrinsic curse. The world is
in  a catastrophic  state  because  humanity  pursues  its  quest  of  happiness  on lies,  because  it  is
ceaselessly manipulated, because its head is maintained in the bag and because, yes, humanity
remains passive and plays the game of its executioners... 

Extract of the conclusions on the revelations of the Cassiopeans.

http://www.synthesedelonde.com/conclusion-sur-les-revelations-des-cassiopeens/

Nothing could be more true!

From now on in the "Dialogues with our Angel" and in the continuation of the revelations of the
Cassiopeans, we shall discuss from time to time the advances in epigenetic and the progress in
quantum physics. These two domains of research being intimately bound together.

Because it is finally by consequent epigenetic changes, that a part of humanity will be brought to go
out of the illusion to recognize the real world which surrounds it.

These two domains of scientific research dedicated to the development of humanity, even if they are
already much more advanced than what is presented to us, will be brought in a few years to come to
establish  the  bridge  between  the  current  humanity,  its  past  and  especially  its  various  future
potentials. It seems now very explicit that new possibilities of future already build themselves in our
present through the expression of our genome and answer, among other factors, to our emotional,
our environment, but also our diet.
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Thus, we shall keep establishing links between the ketogenic diet resulting from the Paleolithic-
carnivorous  diet,  its  profit  on  health,  biology,  its  extraordinary  implications  on  epigenetic  and
obviously, the process of expansion of consciousness which will lead a part of humanity to pass in
transit towards other worlds. This transition process will complete its Ascension towards superior
plans of consciousness of 4th dimension STO.

In some degree for some, these expansions of consciousness already succeed in showing a neo-
reality which shyly begins to get loose from the entropic future of humanity.

We observed it  now in  ourselves, the  ketogenic  diet  influences  the  process  of  expansion of
consciousness and the intensely more and more direct and aware reliance with our Higher
Self. Exactly because the ketogenic process participates  in the restoration of the cognitive
functions  by  increasing  the  synaptic  connections  of  the  nervous  system and  of  the  white
matter of the brain. 

"The white matter consists of nerve fibers, of myelinated and non-myelinated axons grouped in
beams, which connect between them various areas of the grey matter, where the cellular bodies of
neurons are situated. "  These fibers pass  on the nervous impulses  constituted of  potential  of
action. 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substance_blanche      

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_matter (English)

Thus, we are able of confirming that the ketonic process is involved in the treatment of diseases of
the nervous system and that it is even extremely effective in its process of regeneration.

https://fr.sott.net/article/28146-Endommageons-notre-cerveau-avec-le-fructose  1  

But unlike a simple long fast which helps more specifically the regeneration of the brain and the
digestive system, a daily meat-based food coupled with an intermittent fast possesses the peculiarity
to mime the long fast, because the chronic ketosis installed by this food diet quickly becomes more
effective while accelerating the total regeneration of the body. Besides, this diet encourages and
increases the telomerase (see dialogue N° 39), to pivot the cellular regeneration.

Obviously, as we have already specified it, those who did not experiment the process of ketosis,
coupled with adequate supplementation in  iodine,  cannot imagine its  benefactions,  nor even its
impact on the increase of the faculties of cognition, intuition and sensory or hyper dimensional
perceptions...

And it is this truth that Big-pharma and the official science, under the pay of the predation 4D,
wants to avoid being broadcasted at all costs.

(... The cognition: Scientific term which serves to indicate the set of mental processes which relates
to the function of knowledge such as the memory, the language, the reasoning, the learning, the
intelligence, the resolution of problems, the decision-making, the perception or the attention. The
cognitive processes distinguish themselves from mental processes which relates to the emotional
function,  which  is  traditionally  the  specialty  of  the  various  forms  of  dynamic  psychology  (or
psychodynamic approaches), among which the methods and the applications are mainly clinical,
such as the psychoanalysis or the clinical psychology...)

 

1  For articles about the effects of sugar, go to the English version of Sott: https://www.sott.net
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                                                                        ***

As we  write,  we  have  crossed  new steps  in  the  process  which  we  relate  to  the  "reversal"  of
Castaneda,  when  he  falls  from  behind  down  from  his  cliff.  Of  course,  at  a  first  level  of
understanding,  that  of  the  human  logic,  this  holds  only  as  a  metaphor.  But  received  from  a
perspective of higher consciousness, it is a reality, thanks to the sensitive human faculty to master
the magnetic field surrounding our body.

Some time ago in our dialogues, we had already spoken of this mechanism of reversal which gives
dizziness. However, at that time, the explanations which we supplied were only a first approach. We
know now a little bit more because we were inspired again by our Supraconsciousness: The Angel,
who communicated us new information on this matter.

Here are the new revelations communicated by our Angel:

This reversal answers your new lifestyle which express itself by a kind of inversion of your daily
behavior,  a drastic  change in your rhythm of life,  relational  habits  and a  total  reversal  of food
practices.

Guided by the Higher Self, you began a kind of backward walking in the unconscious objective to
reveal a possibility of branching towards a new potential of future, a new universe, which this time
will remain to be invented.

Cassiopeans formulated it in these terms:

"...  "If  you  want  to  return  to  change  "History",  either  regarding  people,  or  with  what  is
universally perceived, you have to create at first an alternative universe to this end." Your STS
"friends” of the fourth density did it plenty of times ..."

(Let’s specify that "our STS friends " are the Greys and sometimes certain reptilians returning from
their future, to extricate themselves from the entropic cycle in which they remained captive".)

A part of your future humanity will remain confined in this non- evolutionary cycle, suspended in
the "non-time", because its consciousness of group, completely subjected to its material technology,
its  science and its  well  anchored certainties,  will  have remained "locked into its  habits  and its
beliefs. Too confidant in their certainties, their scientific proofs, they thus will never have known
how to accept to doubt, how to accept to ignore or not understanding everything and will not have
had the presence of mind to go look for answers somewhere else than in their intellectual, scientific
and technological knowledge. Thus,  they will  never have dared to open to the intuition,  to the
unknown,  to  the mysteries,  to  the symbols...  to  go explore them, because  they will  have  been
terribly afraid of discovering the reality!

Certainly, in what represents this entropic "future", science will manage to push back the limits of
human  life  "artificially"  thanks  to  its  progress.  But  ultra-sophisticated  material  and  artificial
technology (bequeathed by the Greys/reptilians of the predatory corpus), will finally completely
amputate humans of the knowledge, of the control on the matter, of the journey in space-time and
the  magnetic  laws  relating  to  it.  Deprived  of  the  emotional,  the  intuition  and  the  thirst  of
Knowledge, humankind will be completely cut of the natural cellular process of regeneration, which
would have been able to authorize them to live much longer and in perfect health. While the real
human being is endowed with an etherical structure, a kind of energetical geometry which confers
him  recognizable  and  unique  characteristics  in  all  the  Universe,  which  is  not  other  than  his
electromagnetic field.
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This vibratory structure represents his real identity. It is the Tree of Life which the IS-BE referred in
"Interview with the  alien  of  Matilda  O'Donnell  Mac Elroy”  and is  also  the  one  whom Mauro
Biglino speaks in his work: The Bible is not a sacred book.

http://www.macroeditions.com/produits/la-bible-n-est-pas-un-livre-sacre-biglino-mauro  2  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWLuDzeyXpk&feature=youtubehttps://www.google.fr  3  

In the end, this part of humanity (which represents more than three quarters of the population) will
have remained stiffened in its beliefs, far too confident in its stiff dogmas, its limited intelligence
(not to say ignorance) and in its outmoded materialistic technology.

The Greys, their descendants, or rather some of them, thus are the last extranean human survivors of
an entropic future already realized, resulting from the transhumanist culture which, in a rather close
future, will have totally enslaved and replaced human consciousness.

However, a portion of the remaining population will have succeeded in exceeding its condition of
human slave,  because it  will  have understood how to repair  its  genetics.  This  group will  have
managed  to  reset  the  epigenetic  changes  undertaken  in  the  Neolithic  era  by  the  corpus  of  4th

dimension STS and their "divine poison": Sugar. These transfers had been led in the human genome
from the moment when, because of the technologies of the agriculture offered by the geneticist
STS, humankind had begun to feed on cereal and vegetables, and accordingly, had become used to
ingest abnormal quantities of glucose.

 - "These harmful mutations for the human body are essentially due to our food, especially since the
advent of agriculture and later of the industrial revolution." The contemporary human being is not
genetically adapted to his current food mode anymore. "Thus, the Paleolithic or pre-agricultural
diet can be considered a model for the modern nutrition."-

h  ttp://www.lanutrition.fr/bien-dans-son-Poids/Les-regimes-a-La-Loupe/Le-regime-paleol ithique.html  

 These carbohydrates, fructose, sucrose and others "oses" present in large quantities in your food,
will  have  been  destroyed  in  the  long  run  the  natural  and  innate  cellular  capacities  of  auto-
regeneration of the human body and its extraordinary faculties, which are for example the travel in
space-time by simple projection of its etherical bodies by the consciousness.

Thus, it is not at all out of sectarianism, dogmatism, extremism, fanaticism or by proselytism that
some among the LEO chose the ketogenic way, intermittent fasting and iodine.

They simply devoted themselves to experiment a way which few people borrowed until now, and
this only to begin to dismantle the reptilian commensal genome inserted into their genetics and to
allow those who wish it to do the same with a bigger safety margin.

As Cassiopeans announced it: "it is necessary for you to change your assumptions to be able to
make a positive experience of the Wave" (implied the Wave of change).

2  For more info, go to: https://maurobiglino.com/books/

3 Videos in English: https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=the+bilie+is+not+a+sacred+book+mauro+biglino
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And it is what you undertook, by daring to defy the: "It is dangerous for health, it is not normal,
eating without carbohydrates is suicide..."!

Those who close their spirit to these things appearing insane or abnormal to them, will not succeed
in  creating  their  own "neo-reality". Because  to open oneself  to  completely  new possibilities,
consists exactly in exploring this unknown. Because while exploring this unknown, by surpassing
the fear, you disrupt the inertia of the magnetic field emitted by the psyche and which created your
reality.  And "to disrupt" this psychic magnetic  field is  the only way to generate openings
between dimensions to offer you to create alternative realities/universes. 

Finally, it is a question such as Castaneda did, to open to the unknown - to throw oneself upside
down from the cliff - to claim to open the consciousness and to use it in a much more evolved way
to perceive all the events which govern your everyday life and your environment in general.

(We found a text of Diane Leblanc which translates rather explicitly, how, by surpassing the fear of
exploring the unknown, we can engender a new reality. However, what she describes is only a step
in the process of the changes of consciousness and is still characteristic of the way of thinking of
our human world of 3rd dimension STS. Which just goes to show that some New Age teachers STS,
when we know how to recognize their role, can also deliver relevant and strong indications for our
evolution of consciousness in STO.).

http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/07/26/le-besoin-de-Gagner-SA-vie/

And it is by succeeding in exceeding this programming of fear, control, comfort, denial, "of the: It’s
not normal", inferred by the reptilian predators, that some among you were able to experiment and
to share the secret of the process of regeneration.

This is at the same time a simple but new process, which repairs the genome destroyed or restrained
by  the  trans-dimensional  programming  of  your  genetics.  It  ensues  from  the  synergy  of  three
essential factors which conjugate themselves as follows:

- A profound "work" of transformation on your spiritual body (your Supraconscious Being), through
the emotional liberation and the karmic resolutions.

- An intense "work" of transformation of etherical bodies by the regular and gradual absorption of
iodine, a dense halogen which at first immunizes the body of the viral effects due to the cometary
impacts, and then in the etherical strengthens and stabilizes the new frequencies of resonance of a
reconstituted DNA. This new frequency of resonance authorizes gradually its stabilization in a neo-
dimension (a future under construction).

- And an important transformation of the physical body and its anthropological programs, supported
by a definitive ketosis (weaning of carbohydrates). 

These  three  elements  have  the  faculty  to  "boost"  the  epigenetic  process.  You  had  another
confirmation in the volume 3 (Extract of The Wave, Laura Knight " (...) If we wish to acquire more
knowledge,  it  is  necessary to  strengthen and fortify  organs and largely  secret  springs of  the
physical life.

It is thus only by giving the three bodies (spiritual, etherical and physical) the information of the
original genome by means of the ketogenic diet which suppress the rate of carbohydrates and repair
the original functions of the body that the regenerative process can begin.
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And it is only by the opposing effects of iodine on viral implants, plasmids, retrovirus, and other
genetic vectors used by the programmer STS, that some individuals managed to naturally replace
the  version  of  the  genetically  modified  genome  implanted  in  the  human  DNA by  Annunaki
reptilians.

Nevertheless, to finalize the transition process of your physical bodies towards superior dimensions
of consciousness and to reach a regeneration process of larger-scale (for example that of a human
population), it was a question of finding the way to replace the sequence of genome falsified by the
predatory geneticists, by its natural and original coding which is for the "real human being", that of
the Christlike genome: "Kiristos". This latter, bequeathed by some of the Planners of Life, has for
faculty to definitively stop the reptilian genetics which is already losing some of its influence at this
end of cycle.

Understand  thus,  please,  that  the  human  genome  possesses  several  variants  according  to  the
individuals. It is composed according to the galactic origin of the Spirit which lives in the body and
is basically a mix of reptilian genetics which, for some individuals, has a limited influence thanks
on the Abgal, Nungal, Sukkal, Urmah-Leonin genes, Christlike genes which prevail in their DNA.

As  for  the  human  being,  this  operation  which  consists  in  waking  up  his  STO  genetics  can
be realized by a process of resonance which changes his quantum field. In other words, by the
induction of a "repairing field of torsion" in the etherical field of the DNA. This quantum cure" is
much easier to realize after a prolonged ketosis, because it is effective and complete only after
a  total  deprogramming  of  the  addiction to  sugar resulting  in  a  better resumption  of  the
telomerase.

And it is thanks to the halogenic properties of iodine, applied in the field of resonance of the DNA
during replication of the telomeric extremities, that quickly occur tangible results.

The energy which generates this field of torsion results essentially from the psyche. It comes from
the synergy of your consciousness – Supraconsciousness STS - STO harmonized by your internal
work.

To draw a parallel, it is only by "breaking the neck" to all your habits, to your need to control, to
your  comfort,  to  your  safety,  to  your  diet  practices  and to  your  relational  habits  that  you can
engender new realities in your bubble of perception.

The consciousness create gravitation (the reality), which allows to modify the consciousness! Once
again, this quantum law reveals here all its truthfulness!

http://www.neotrouve.com/?p=2725  4  

http://rustyjames.canalblog.com/archives/2014/05/30/29978424.html

To clarify, a field of torsion is an energetic, electromagnetic, acoustic or optical process which
allows the modification of the perceived reality.

These  processes  of  "genetic  cure"  or  quantum  programming-reprogramming,  are  already
experimented  and  realized,  for  example,  by  making  a  "terminator  seed"  GMO  germinate  
and by applying a field of torsion to the etherical field of this seed. 

4  http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/torsion-the-key-to-theory-of-everything/
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(Terminator seeds: Are technologies used to restrict the re - use of genetically modified plants by
making second-generation seeds sterile.)

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminator_(gène)  5  

Moreover, a similar technology was experimented with fetuses of frogs and salamanders, by using
by way of field of torsion, a hologram projected by laser beam, which had for effect to switch the
genome of the salamander into that of a frog. But in this case, it was about an artificial optical
process, while in certain circumstances, this field of torsion can be generated in a spontaneous and
natural way by the power and the energy of the creative Supraconsciousness.

This "strength" recalls somewhat the idea of the "Power of the thought" described by some New
Age gurus. But this 'power' does not belong to your world of 3rd dimension because it does not use
the "intellectual power" coming from STS worlds (the reptilian brain generative of the wants, the
desire, the greed, the covetousness, the cupidity). This "Power of the thought" serves simply as half-
truth to the New Age gurus to manipulate the consciousness of the human being, so that he is
diverted in the service of his little egotistical STS "self".

The real capacity generating the change is a vibratory frequency which emanates from the Higher
Self STO.

It  means that  those who do not  reach in 5th dimension of consciousness cannot  become really
creators of STO worlds. They will remain only plagiarists of already existing worlds, thus of an
already realized future.  Accept also that for the moment you cannot understand yet, because you
refer automatically to something you already know, your world of 3rd dimension. You can only
imagine what you already know. To understand, you will have to deprive yourselves of all your
limiting beliefs, all your programs which connect you with this 3rd dimension to reach in the 5th

dimension of consciousness where you will be capable of imagining your reality which then will
take form. You thus must continue to walk without knowing where will lead your steps.

Let us start again! In nature, this field of torsion is also inferred by the sun rays and is generated by
the frequency of resonance of the "natural" plant-mother, in other words the memory of the original
DNA of the same seed or plant (non - GMO) which will force the "GMO plants terminator" to
gradually recover their primitive genetics or will eliminate them definitively.

(It  is  among  others  for  this  reason that  Monsanto  forbade  farmers  the  re-sow of  GMO seeds,
because  after  several  generations,  plants  which  remained  viable  would  have  returned  to  their
original genetics. Nature always takes back its rights.)

We can even accelerate this process of repair-regeneration by spraying them very gradually and
carefully  with an aqueous solution of iodine.  (In the same way as you increased gradually the
taking of the iodine).

Knowing that certain halogen gases like the iodized emanations can generate such fields of torsion
in the ether, it becomes clear that the treatment with iodine and the prolonged ketosis can knock
down the programming inferred by the geneticist STS of 4th dimension.

(Small reminder for the Kabbalists, in phonetic language the word "iod" sounds the same as "Yod"
which  mean  "the  hand  of  God".  Wouldn’t  iodine  be  the  hand  of  God  that  heal?)

5  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_use_restriction_technology
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In the same manner, our planet can be “rebooted” or “updated”, if by the correct synchronicity, the
natural DNA of a place can be re-encoded with adequate signals.

These  energetic  signals  are  transported  by  the  Wave  (this  famous  Wave  change  dear  to  the
Cassiopeans), which becomes the vector of the informative forms intended for the re-encoding or
the regeneration "of an environment of life."

We can thus conceive the principle of the genetic repair, then of the transition towards superior
dimensions in a similar way, by managing to repair a part of the present genetics on the Earth's
surface by means of a field of torsion generated simultaneously by the energy of its core and by the
energy of the sun rays.

Couldn’t the geological changes and the big heat waves be the confirmation of the efficiency of
such fields of torsion?

By echo with morphogenetic fields of some human beings who managed to regenerate their primal
genetics  of  before  the  arrival  of  the  reptilian  predators,  this  field  of  torsion  gradually  erases
programs-memories altered by GMOs contained in the peripheral magnetic field of the Earth, to
reconstitute its essential genetics (just like the DNA of the cell which, by the influence of a field of
torsion, recovers its original telomeric functions).

It is then easily understandable that for example the result of the application of this field of torsion
on the terrestrial ecosystem, influences its etheric field, modifying or cancelling any "terminator"
terrestrial genetics. Remember yourselves that the etheric field of the Earth could be described as a
kind of wave of energy of matter - antimatter in constant vibration. This vibratory movement is a
perpetual alternation of past-future (the antimatter) and becomes the present moment: The matter
(subject), when it is perceived by the consciousness.

This quantum mechanism (a field of torsion led by an egregor of consciousness "STO") will engage
then  by  resonance  the  same type  of  process  and  will  authorize  the  opening  of  a  dimensional
windows  in  which  all  the  genetic  abnormalities  (those  of  the  genetic  genetically  modified
organisms) would be already repaired. (What would engender the possibility of a new future).

Thus, when the genetics of certain bodies begins to regenerate, as for example that of some human
beings, the essential genome coming from the Paleolithic and pre-Paleolithic era wakes up in its
genetics and repairs itself spontaneously in each of them, thanks to the influence of these fields of
torsion.  Then through morphogenetic  fields and of these famous fields of torsion,  this  "genetic
repair" would influence the morphogenetic fields in the DNA of every living being, by repairing
little by little the damaged coded parts.

And it is this re-encoding of the essential genome that, at some point will cause the opening of a
dimensional door which, this time, will open towards a non-realized future. The latter will express
itself outside of the matrix of the next cycle prepared for the human cattle by the predators of 4th

dimension STS.

This cross-dimensional opening, thanks to this egregor of consciousness "in vocation STO ", will
cause  the  famous  Ascension  of  a  part  of  the  terrestrial  Life  towards  superior  dimensions  of
Consciousness and existence: The 4th dimension of density in the "Service to Others - STO". In the
same way as during the fall of the previous humanity.

The 4th dimension STO establishes thus an alternative to the 3rd density, a parallel universe to the 3rd

dimension as you know it for now, but re - encoded by STO Consciousnesses and who, during the
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period of the transition, will form a parallel reality on your planet which will be imperceptible by
the common people.

This neo-reality will get loose little by little from the STS corpus, which will remain stuck in 4 th

dimension STS.

By  rebalancing  the  damages  caused  by  the  STS  corpus  and  by  eliminating  the  limiting  and
destructive codes / programs of the human genetics, that Nature, by resonance with the genome of
the future human being STO, will resume its rights and will heal the wounds inflicted on its genetics
in 3rd density.

In this domain, the predators of 4th dimension know that if they lose the hand on the genetics of
Man, they also lose control of his thoughts and therefore, the control of a large part of their human
livestock.

                                                                       ***

For some time already, we realized that this wind of change, this dimensional reversal had already
begun for some of us. It becomes from now on more and more concrete and tangible. Already many
succeeded in modifying their daily routine, while for most of the individuals nothing changes, on
the contrary, society and the world of nightmare of the 3rd dimension goes from bad to worse.

As Yeshua said it in his time, it is more and more clear that we too are in this World, but not from
this World. This quotation which exceeds the presently known laws of quantum physics holds a
power of truth,  which few individuals can imagine.  We shall  approach the reasons in  the next
dialogues  which  will  mark  the  beginnings  of  a  big  collective  change  which  we  just  begin  to
perceive.

Forced to adapt to this world of illusion since our earliest childhood, we now get loose from it very
quickly, in the sense where we get loose more and more from its ephemeral values.

Both of us are freed from the work environment, from bonds towards the employment system (or
patriarchal), in other words from slavery! Emancipated from family bonds, released from the guilt
and from the attachment relating to it, we got loose from our “poisonous" relations from some of
our  relatives,  grandparents,  children,  brothers,  sisters,  companions  /  partners,  friends  /
acquaintances...Which means,  after  a  real  "relational  adjustment",  they  have  either  disappeared
from our everyday life, or became real teammates of evolution towards this new future.

Even by putting all our willingness to blend in our current human society, we can only see the
deficiency  in  spontaneous  interpersonal  skills  and  the  poverty  of  spirit  which  reigns  there.
Nowadays, exhaustion and stupidity consume the major part of human society. There is a blatant
lack of exchanges, of sharing, of constructive and disinterested communication, strengthened by an
immense intellectual and psychic gap, overflowing with arrogance, smugness and ignorance, which
are characteristic of the effects of control of the 4th dimension STS.

At another level, we can only note this kind negligence between nations, governments and their
peoples,  between  the  Eastern  countries  and  the  Western  nations,  which  will  more  and  more
probably end up in a nuclear apocalypse. (Such as it was the case in Amen-ta and Amen-ti, the two
disappeared civilizations of Atlantis). We shall develop this subject later.

In  our  eyes,  the  social  Universe  is  standardized  and  normalized  by  unnecessary  and  empty
interpersonal skills, densified in the extreme in 3rd dimension. It moves towards toward an abyss
from where there is no escape, and into which inexorably sink most of human beings. The world
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thus is nothing but a field of experience, a vast multidimensional playground of duality, of which
the biggest part of the current humanity will go out losing.

In  what  concerns  us,  nothing  binds  us  in  this  world  anymore,  no  conditioning  dogma or  any
philosophy, because now, we feel ourselves the truth which propose us our neo-reality.

In the end,  at  any scale of the human society,  all  these people of allegedly more or less good
intentions and who do not dare to face the unknown who would allow them to create a new future,
only consolidate the illusion of their 3rd dimension of reality. Don't we say that Hell is paved with
good intentions?

Good thing that some others noticed that "the world has become crazy" and question themselves
about the future of our planet.

We meet more and more individuals aware of the gravity of the global situation, carrying out a
progress identical to ours and who indefatigably collaborate to open other possibilities of future to
humanity.

This "emergent reality" had at first led us to change our diet and to feel the effects of the prolonged
ketosis.  This  very  rough  experience  which  stays  completely  against  any  medical  dietary
recommendation, was one of our biggest challenge.

It  is  thus  a  question  of  understanding well  that  we gave  ourselves  the ways to  receive  and to
integrate the "Knowledge" which had been proposed us. And it was never easy. But we knew that
by operating our choices, we are going to become the pioneers of a transcendental experience (and
cross-dimensional) by resonance, will produce such a field of torsion and will affect other human
beings (reference to the experience of the hundredth monkey).

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_centi%C3%A8me_singe  6  

Other individuals would then be propelled to modify their behavior, their diet, their beliefs, for them
too to build little by little their new bubble of reality, which should gradually result in a much more
widened consciousness and a new prospect of terrestrial life.

And it exactly by sharing our experiences that we shall learn to merge our individual realities so
that these can slide from our known Universe to another still unknown, building little by little a new
reality...: Our new reality!

This collective creation "this emergent neo-reality" will be gradually superimposed/mixed with the
reality which still exists in 3rd  dimension for the moment.

It will form an alternative world of consciousness, which at the same time holds the old and the new
and will bring at a given time, to the realities of the various people sharing their experiences merge
to establish a kind of egregore of alternative consciousness which, due to its synergy, will begin to
model a transitory mutual Universe. In the end, the latter will define the reality of all those who led
the same experience.

Then the new potential of future that will open, you will have already understood it, will be a world
of progress in STO in a 3rd dimension of density, which finally "will migrate" in 4th dimension as
soon as it will get loose from the old world.

6  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hundredth_monkey_effect
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This experiment of cross-dimensional and "subconscious" creation by the human being, hadn’t been
realized since the time of Namlú’u (circa. 500 million of years ago), except maybe by the aboriginal
peoples and some isolated ethnic groups worldwide who were still intimately "connected" to their
Higher Self.

These Namlú’u' were the humanoids who had preceded the Neanderthal and the homo-sapiens and
lived  on Earth  well  before  the  arrival  of  Annunakis  on  our  planet.  The arrival  of  these  Souls
Namlú’u' u on Earth, could well corresponds to the time which Valerie J. Barrow speaks about in
her work  "The Mission of Rexégéna". It is worth noting that she too mentions the role of the
LION people, LEOs of LEONIS, which at the time of a big transition of a density of existence to
another one, had intervened in the terrestrial stakes in a similar way as today.

Http://pointdereference.free.fr/m/www.erenouvelle.com/EDITREXE.HTM

Credo Mutwa also speaks about it in Linda Tucker's book: The white lions announce a new ice age.

http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/02/14/linda-tucker-les-lions-blancs-annoncent-une-nouvelle-ère-glaciaire/  7  

As well as the following article: "the information of the Zulu shaman Credo Mutwa on the origins
and the future of humanity"

http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/02/15/les-informations-du-chaman-zoulou-credo-mutwa-sur-les-origines-etle-futur-de-
l-humanité/

It  is thus this new potential  of future that awaits some human beings who, under the shape of
Positive  greys,  redempted  Reptilians,  Siriusians,  Venusians,  Cassiopeans,  Urmah,
Pleadiens and other peoples transcended in 5th dimension STO, warn us by coming back from their
cycle of already realized future, of the danger which is lurking for the current humanity, which is to
believe that the chaos in the world will soon come to an end.

A small overview of the outcome "without exit" of this cross-dimensional STS manipulation which
deceived  our  British  neighbors  with  "The  Brexit"  (contraction  of  "Britain"  and  "Exit").  By
referendum, they finally ended their 43 years of membership in the European Union. Italy will
probably do the same... Were they wrong, or right? No matter anyway, both options resulted in the
same transdimensional trap! By telling yes to "Brexit", the British people fell all the same in the
incredible  trap planned by the  New World Order.  They remained lashed in  the illusion of  this
entropic reality.

It is thus a question of understanding once and for all that the NWO is managed not by human
beings, but governed by entities of 4th dimension STS, who are extremely intelligent predators, but
who are  divested  of  feelings.  These  entities  are  not  capable  of  engendering  the  Creation  of  a
Universe  and  are  obliged  to  become  the  parasites  of  ours  to  survive.

Despite their humanoid shape, these entities have absolutely nothing human, but by penetrating and
by living as a parasite in the human intellect, they remain predatory and manipulating creatures.
They will maintain their perverse game as long as they are not recognized in their legitimacy to
participate in the balance in the Universe.

So, since its genesis, the entities of 4th dimension STS play masterfully with the ignorance and the
confusion of the people, to whom by various systems of human mental manipulation, cognitive
disorders were cunningly introduced into the human psyche. These disorders are always detectable
in our contemporary period especially at this end of cycle.

7  Mystery of the White Lions, Hay House, 2010, available on Amazon
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See:

https://fr.sott.net/article/28804-La-schizophrenie-est-apparue-apres-la-divergence-des-humains-modernesavec-les-
Neandertaliens  8  

Coupled with the disinformation, they are effectively activated by the cross-dimensional and human
predation through the religions, phenomena of society, of politics to generate a reaction. They are
even conceived and systematized by societies, agencies of the occult secret government and are
effectively  maintained and strengthened by branches  of  disinformation  to  their  service  such as
Cointelpro (Counter Intelligence Program), the New Age and others scheduled MK Ultra Mind
control, managed by the CIA, like the Monarch, Green Baum and other programs of this kind...

http://www.elishean.fr/le-Palmares-des-cassiopeens-N5-Le-Dr-Greenbaum-et-les-candidats-mandchous/  9  

 

But in the  ultimate truth, these disorders begin simply with our own perception which is only
distorting the reality... (We shall return to it in the dialogues to come).

Very ingenious, these manipulations of the human consciousness still have beautiful days in front of
them and are far from being over. It is enough to observe the deafening effects  on our current
human society by the unreasonable use of tablets, iPhone, Smartphone, Pokémon Go and company.
The chaos organized by the migration of the refugees, the movement "Nuit debout10", the desperate
social situation in Europe and in the world, the risks of war between the USA and Russia and which
divide Europe are other examples. They are very accurately planned to maintain fear and stupidity
within humanity and keep it in its certainties.

This chaos is neither random, nor a fatality. It is only the result of the stupidity and the human
ignorance, that of everyone who consolidate his wellbeing and its illusions. The STS entities of 4 th

dimension have for objective to bring Man to total servility then to civil war. Reducing the world
population,  which  "zombified”  by  its  unconsciousness  and  risking  becoming  uncontrollable,
becomes from now on their priority.

For the record, let us remember ourselves the commands engraved in the Georgia Guide stones:

Https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones  11  

However, because of the increase in importance of this organized chaos, they will also provoke the
awakening of the small part of humanity who really learnt to think by using the mirror effect of its
bubble of perception, so that they can migrate in a new density of existence.

This portion of humanity will detach itself from this entropic world and will develop itself out of
reach of worlds of density in the "Service to Self - STS” limited in 4th dimension of density, which
will create a new balance in the Universe.

And it is in this connection, when we accept and understand the legitimacy of the predatory peoples
in the worlds of duality and by recognizing their roles, then they can become our allies.

8  http://www.psypost.org/2016/08/schizophrenia-emerged-after-humans-diverged-from-neanderthals-44384

9  https://www.sott.net/article/240587-The-Cs-Hit-List-05-Dr-Greenbaum-and-the-Manchurian-Candidates

10  Nuit debout : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuit_debout

11  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones
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Instead of fighting, waring, denouncing, complaining, rebelling, demonstrating, which constitutes
purely a retort of the reptilian brain expressing a reaction of anger and self-denial, wouldn’t it be
more sensitive for the human beings to learn "to return inside", in their emotional intimacy, to go
meet their  Angel,  their  true Self? To reach by means of the "magic properties" updated by the
epigenetic participating repair to our genome to learn to shield us from this world in perdition,
would  not  it  be the  only way of  creating us  a  better  future? It  is  what  we learnt  through our
experiments and it is the way which we have chosen.

This  entropic  world  of  turmoil,  chaos,  sadness,  horror,  inhumanity,  will  soon remain  relegated
definitively to the low frequencies of the astral of the 4th dimension STS, so that the reality of some
human  beings  can  change  plan  to  migrate  finally  to  the  4th  density  (or  5th dimension  of
consciousness STO)!

Most human beings haven’t understood yet that for the World to change, it is essential for
them to change the perception that they have of it. It is imperative that they stop wanting to
change "the illusion of the perversity" that they observe in their own world, to want to fight, to rebel
or to punish the executioners.  The world such as it is only experiences to learn to detect what
puts us in reaction.

They are invited to visit them emotional, "to return inside them" in the depths of their genome so
that in the memoirs of the Soul, they can succeed in repairing the programs / implants creating their
illusion-reality, which by being printed in their bubble of perception engenders a falsified view of
their own universe.

Because by hesitating all the time, by waiting and putting things back to the next day, it will soon be
too late! The universal cycles are still very real, moving in the space-time and will cause the Wave.
They are the electromagnetic energy, the 'movement', generating this wave of change which soon
will have caught up, exceeded, then made obsolete the incredible capacities of expansion of the
human consciousness of 3rd dimension.

This  change inside  our  DNA can be  made only  through the  magic  of  the  epigenetics  and the
resources of a Spirit / consciousness freed from the illusion, that is to say, really awakened. For
metaphorizing, it  is not a question of trying to change the film frames which thus scroll on the
screen, but to remove the movie of the projector.  Because if  the human beings persist  in  their
limitations, it will be impossible that their world changes. In other words, what we perceive or see
around us, will stay a "visible unchanging reality" which obviously cannot be modified by operating
only on the illusion.

And  while  working  on  our  consciousness  of  things,  our  way  of  perceiving  the  reality  which
surrounds us, our diet, while respecting the laws of the universe, that our genome can begin its
mutation  which  by  magnetic  resonance,  is  going  to  attract  in  our  bubble  of  perception  other
circumstances, new events, new realities. It is only at this time that we shall cross the first stage of
change which for some already, begins to be outlined in their bubble of 3rd dimension of existence.

Nevertheless, at this new stage of our personal evolution, the outside world has not yet changed.
But  some predictions,  some announced events,  sometimes do not  arise  anymore such have we
waited it for them to happen or are moved in the space-time.

Https://www.youtube.com/watch?V=vcE2YCd6wfo

To change the outside world, it is a question at first (as explained it the Cassiopeans), to learn to
modify "together and simultaneously" our bubbles of perception, so that once transformed, they
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create a kind of egregore of innovative perceptions which by adding up, show little by little another
world for some human beings.

It is not a question of remaining sleepy, because the LEOs - as Cassiopeans and ourselves - work
indefatigably so that humanity or at least a part of it, can find an escape towards and beyond the 4 th

dimension STO.

To  reach  this  exit  and  to  be  able  to  cross  it,  we  absolutely  don’t  need  to  fight  against  our
executioners anymore, nor to denounce or punish our persecutors. Because it opens only to those
who by dedicating themselves  to  the quest  of  the Grail,  look to acquire  Knowledge.  And it  is
because  it  is  the  only  key  capable  of  opening  this  dimensional  whirlpool,  because  this  real
Knowledge was always hidden from the human consciousness.

This big reversal will never come true thus when we turn to the outside world but takes place in the
intimacy  of  our  cells  when  we  shall  have  released  ourselves  from all  our  implants-memories-
programs of the predator which manifest and bind us to the Matrix of 3rd dimension STS.

It is only to slow down and control this big reversal in our spirit and at the same time to cause it
in to most "deserving and brave" of us, that the masters of the entropy conjugate their talent to stir
up STS ill-feeling, sadness and chaos on Earth. It is thus a question of understanding once and for
all  what takes place at  superior levels of consciousness! Is  it  not said that Knowledge protects
exactly because it allows to stop reproducing the "errors" of the past?

And it is thus to avoid the intervention in the human business and to motivate people to look for the
real Knowledge which could help them, that LEO – as Cassiopeans - never deliver free information,
ready to be "gobbled up" and is never transmitted by direct "channeling".

We understood  that  we  inevitably  experience  the  teachings  of  LEOs  by  ourselves,  sometimes
proceed to intense and endless researches to find answers or confirmations to our feelings and go
always farther and deeper in our experiences and explanations on their subject.

We still repeat it! The real researcher of truth is always going to verify by himself if a knowledge
possesses  any  value  (we  call  this  approach  the  epistemological  approach). We  thus  deeply
encourage the readers of the LEO Network not to trust what we present on the site, but to estimate,
to feel, to experiment our information by their own experiences.

It is in this way through this "Leonine" Knowledge and somewhat rough and testing pedagogy, that
from now on will come the true continuation of the first human adventure of those who feel called
by the Service to Others.

These  "configurations  of  LEO  consciousnesses  in  the  Service  to  Others"  resulting  from
transdimensionnal plans and from the center of thought Leonin, themselves now gradually open in
some human consciousnesses who prepared themselves to integrate them. These men and women
finally understood that they were at disadvantage against the plans of the predation STS, as it was to
struggle with their own duality. And it is only because they understood and perfectly integrated it,
because they can approach the great energy which represents the Knowledge which shines with the
light of the Universal Consciousness.

To illustrate what we announce and to explain how our discoveries result from it, we offer once
more to relate our last experiences by which it was demonstrated to us certain programs resulting
from past lives still expressed themselves in our reality. This because they remained in our fields of
energy.
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At the end of August, further to a dream of Jenaël which we shall relate lower in this paper, we had
left in search of information about the Cagots12. We had set off for the Basque Country and met
Marie-Jeanne. And it is thanks to our meetings that Sand was able to grasp the depth of the stakes
(EN-JE /ANGEL) which were at play13.

Sand tells:

We discovered during our investigation the mysterious and cursed people whom were the Cagots
(we shall speak about it so later). Then, indications were presented to me through the history and
the attitude of Marie-Jeanne.

Because  of  her  dimensional  and  unconscious  memoirs  of  witch-Cascarots14,
Marie-Jeanne, still a rebel in the Soul has never asked to be "recognized" and preferred to pass
"incognito"  in  society.  She  has  thus  never  requested  the  RSA  (ACTIVE  SOLIDARITY
REVENUE), by fear of having to justify herself.

She lives in an old house bequeathed by her dead father and survive with great difficulty with the
thin income coming from her inheritance.

And it is exactly these memoirs, this 'program' of pariah, of former witch, of rebel, that I perceived
from the first moment when I met her, and who woke the same programs within me.

She  had  certainly  been  my  sister  at  the  time  of  the  inquisition  of  the  witches  of
Zugarramurdi. At least, memoirs in this connection went back up very strongly.

I understood then, that I was still a carrier of programs, by means of which,  because of the witch-
hunt at that time, I had to spend all my time to show credentials, to justify me, to prove my identity,
to defend myself for having the right to live, the right to exist.

Is not it exactly the game which took place through my exchanges of mails with the employment
agency and the RSA? I always had to face control, to face the obtuse spirit of the representatives of
the state, the injustice, the punishment, the repression.

Why this injustice, this ban to become the one that I am was presented to me again in my current
life?

I had to understand that it was useless to fight, to want to be listened to, especially as I faced the
"robots" of the bureaucracy, individuals without Soul, completely subjected to the authority of the
"political  and  executive  power  ",  unconscious  of  the  dangerous  reality  lurking  for  our  current
humanity."  It  will  thus  have  been necessary  to  me to  go at  the  end of  the  experience,  until  I
collapsed, until I felt in me that I didn't have energy to be given to them anymore.

Through this big lesson of life that was the meeting with Marie Jeanne and the Cathar forefathers -
Cagots- Cascarots, I understood finally that it  was vain to fight against a system which despite

12  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cagot

13  The authors are making a pun which is hard to translate in English between EN-JE (in-me), Ange (Angel) and 
enjeu (stake). Those 3 words sound pretty much the same in French.

14  The Cascarots (Basque: Kaskarotuak) are an ethnic group found in the Northern Basque Country. They are one of 
many Roma subgroups in Western Europe. 
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appearances, had its reason for being. To identify me to a victim is only a powerful programming
resulting from reptilian implants.

I thus had to understand and learn how to realize my own deprogramming. 

By accepting in the most inner depths of my Being why I lived this experience and by my consent
in what I had just perceived, I knew how to learn to master my energy of anger to transform it into
compassion.

And it is exactly this Energy of compassion that the Christlike beings carried. It is conveyed in the
genetics of the carriers of the seal of Cain, the ardent Sons and Daughters of life, the Kiristos. 

This is these genetics which wakes up in myself at present. It is the one of the planner “Kiristia",
who is another "me" on another temporal line. - the name Kiristia was given to me at St Gens.

(See my story: http  ://  bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/notre-histoire/  )  

Her Amasutum genetics - half-Abgal, half-reptilian-, express itself through my human embodiment
of today to help to rebalance the hand put by the old reptilian empire over the human population.

I understood then that the Cathars, the Cagots, Cascarots were my ascending fish Beings, the half-
man,  half-amphibians,  arrived  on  Earth  during  the  era  of  the  Fish "symbol  of  the
Christ " and the true Christians.

These  people  of  Sirius,  the  Abgals,  amphibian  humanoids  with  fish  tail  or  palmed  feet  who
appeared this and there as if by magic in their energetical "Merkabah" at every end of cycle (thus
during  wars,  epidemics  of  plague,  climatic  upheavals).   This  electromagnetic  field  possesses  a
geometric form which during its activation is transformed into a perfect sphere. It allows the spirit
to travel through the parallel universes and the dimensions. It serves as a vehicle for the transfer of
the spirit and the body in the superior worlds. (We shall talk again about it in a more precise manner
later in the dialogue.)

Merkabah is a Hebrew term which means chariot (of the root R-K-B: To be astride). It is one of the
oldest themes of the Jewish mysticism. The term was taken, and the concept revised by the New Age
movement, which speaks about it to claim it a secret property of the human being to free himself
from the materiality to travel in space and time.

These Planners of Life (one from the genetic parts of our ancestors which can be considered our
galactic  brothers),  travel  in  their  Merkabah.  They  are  carriers  of  the  Energy  of  Christlike
compassion which for a long time and since their subtle dimensions, came to teach the inhabitants
of the Earth.

They taught  how to increase their  vibratory frequency for  their  evolution in  the  following life
cycles. They are among these pacifist Planners of Life who, in this sector of our galaxy, take care
that the universal balance is respected. Not amazing that, under the aegis of the religions, Cathar,
Cagots, Laminak, Chrestians and other carriers of the truth and the real Christlike genetics were
always rejected throughout history. Always cursed like lepers, treated like pariahs, like the scrap of
society,  they  were  rebuffed,  repulsed  when not  purely  and simply  massacred  by the  dominant
patriarchy, the political power and the religions in place.

Of course, since the corpus of the reptilian predators, the real governing power (represented by the
various castes of the New World Order today), broke this balance on Earth, the Planners called the
Urmah militia, not to hunt them down, but to put them back in place in the balance of the Universe.
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The LEOs are nothing else than Urmahs resulting from the former cycle. They are these powerful
warriors  who,  not  with  weapons  but  with  their  consciousness  and  their  very  high  vibratory
frequency, assist us so that humanity can begin a new cycle of evolution in a new balance.

Finally,  the  Cathar,  the  Cagots,  the  Witches  and  many  initiated  people  massacred  during  the
successive inquisitions, lost their physical body because they had not reached the final initiation yet.

Their Soul had to know all the sufferings that the human being had endured during its cycle of
embodiment in the reptilian Matrix, to be able to offer him in this apocalypse of the 6 th humanity,
the possibility of emerging in a new era.

And this redemption of the reptilian era is coming true through the miracles of the genetics and the
transdimensional repairing faculties of the DNA.

The suffering of all  these 'Righteous people',  oppressed for a long time by the reptilian power,
exactly had to remind me that we must make a success of our ultimate initiation in our current life.
Jenaël  (Nungal-Leo)  who  has  been  born  under  the  sign  of  the  Lion  and  I  (the  Amasutum
Reptilian / Abgal) who was born under the sign of the Fishes, taking many times the frequency of
resonance of the victim, we offered others, the key to deprogram their victim's reptilian implants.

We came back with all our memories of "victims of patriarchy and martyrs of those in power" for a
very precise reason: To REMEMBER! Remind us not to reproduce the same "errors" as before
of whom we saw ourselves dying during the war (such Lili, Anna and Joseph, in Dialogue with the
Angel of Gitta Mallasz), where we saw loved ones, Cathar, Witches then Cagots, burn on the stake,
sometimes gypsies and Semites pursued by the Nazi regime, or then parents, children, companions,
agonizing under the tortures of the inquisition.

Obviously, we always refused to sell our Soul because we knew. We knew that the veil of secret
wasn’t meant to be uplifted yet in this time, because the end of time for its revival, had not come
yet.

Hidden at all costs, to the sacrifice of our lives, this secret begins to be revealed now. It would have
been able to shake the three big monotheist religions, and to reveal the real identity of initiated
people who had crossed our History. The veil of Isis, detained and maintained by "The Feminine",
or rather through its genetics, is finally going to be able to be lifted and be revealed to the human
beings so that they can pass in higher dimensions of consciousness and existence?

The Cathar, the Knight Templars, the Cagots, the Witches, all of them protected this secret at the
price of their life. They always prevented it to fall in the hands of the men of the Church, the kings,
the men of power and the powerful of this world.

But today very few people are still interested in it, because submerged by their material attachment
and blinded by ignorance, almost nobody anymore offers himself the enjoyment to leave to the
quest of the grail, the Knowledge: THE FREEDOM!

Today the stakes are not the same anymore, but we still refuse no matter the costs, to exchange our
mission of life against any tripalium or pretense to the employment agency, to the RSA or anywhere
else!

Under the Antiquity, the Low Latin term trepalium (attested in 582) is a deformation of tripalium,
an instrument formed by three pickets, two vertical and one placed in transverse, to which was
attached animals in order to shoe them or look after them, or to punish the slaves.
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Appeared in the 12th Century, according to Alain Rey, the word "work" is a deverbal noun "to
work", stemming from the popular Latin "tripaliare", significant "to torment, to torture with the
trepalium". In the 12th Century, the word also indicates (psychological) agony but also the labor of
childbirth. Https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/work

***

We often wondered if a difference existed between the teaching of Cassiopeans and that of the
Leonins.

When  we  asked  the  question,  our  cross-dimensional  Consciousness  or  "the  Angel"
communicated us this:

Cassiopeans and LEOs carry out one of the new potential of future of a tiny part of humanity. They
will participate in "the flight" of those having chosen the Service to Others.

Other people, other lineages will express other potentials. Some fates will be entropic like those in
whom a  great  majority  of  individuals  are  going now.  But  somehow or  other  forms  of  energy
participate both in the cycle of the Evolution. One by its contraction, the other one by its expansion.
One by its inspiration, the other one by the exhalation. Both being essential in the balance of the
universal cycles.

Concerning the center of thought of the Leonins, it is only the continuity of the Cassiopeans. If
there is a subtle difference between both, it expresses itself only by your way of operating, your
way of putting yourselves in connection with other working groups, your open-mindedness, your
intuitive  and  emotional  capacities,  the  domains  of  information  which  you  spread  and  your
predisposition to co-create a new future to the " - STO".

Cassiopeans allowed to open the consciousness of the public to the terrestrial changes, to reveal the
science  and  the  forbidden  researches,  to  reveal  the  political  psychopathy...  They  offered  the
possibility to humanity to operate a choice for its future with full knowledge of the facts, that to
decide between an orientation in the Service to Others or to persist in the Service to Self. The group
of people gathered around their  teachings,  mainly established by intellectuals,  by scientists,  by
physicists, by researchers of all kinds, cleared the ground so to speak, so that you do not have to
take  care  of  it  anymore.  Thus,  it  is  not  your  role  to  keep  denouncing  or  fighting  against  the
predation of 4th dimension STS.

From now on, persisting in revealing the destructive and psychopathic behavior of the predation
STS of 4th dimension, is  not  really within your jurisdiction anymore.  Your vocation is  in your
commitment, which goes well beyond these "denunciations", even though it will sometimes be still
justified to highlight them.

The strength of the LEOs following the example of the Urmahs lies in their talent to do the cleaning
and to reconcile certain galactic lineages. They are the craftsmen and guarantors of the universal
balance, the peacekeepers of your galaxy. They are the ones who intend to break the taboos of the
"world" of the emotional, by which people react sometimes so violently and so mindlessly. Because
it is essentially because most people react to elaborate and sneaky programmings, pushing them
vehemently on a destructive emotional mode, because they don’t use logic and critical mind.
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The role of LEO is from now on fundamental. It answers the need for human beings to learn to see,
to accept and to surpass their destructive emotional, energy of which the predators are so fond of. 

In the end, feelings are only Energy in movement. They can become destructive if they are piloted
by the predator, but creative if they are the expression of your higher and human part.

In  other  words,  the  emotional  language  using  waves  of  frequency  for  the  transmission  of  the
information, becomes vector of the vibration of resonance which you feel, which you express or
which you perceive from others. The feelings are thus simply the expression of your internal world
which let’s  remind it,  hold at  the same time both polarities  which are "the mean and merciful
aspects of the Creator". Ibn Arabi.

Whether negative or positive, you always interact through your feelings. You communicate with
your  environment,  you  express  yourselves  and  you  realize  through  it.  But  when  you  remain
unconscious of it, you participate to an entropic universe of 3rd dimension (the illusion) as long as
you will not have understood how to transform your bubble of perception to participate to co-create
an alternate universe. The secret of your quest consists then in learning to become creative, while
accepting the reality of your destructive emotional.

By  avoiding  of  suppressing  it  and  by  agreeing  to  express  and  to  sublimate  your  constructive
feelings (those of your real human part), you will allow yourselves to become really the architect of
your universe. The latter resulting from your expanded consciousness in a dimension of superior
reality, cannot be perceived by the "residents" of the 3rd dimension in the Service to Self.

Contrary to the New Age teaching or that of most of therapists, the LEOs agreed to reveal the
psychic influences of the personal predator because they know that he can become their greatest
teacher. And it is doubtless in this, in this propensity to recognize their personal predators, that some
among you begin to excel.

And to cultivate  this  practice,  that  is  to learn to become creator of alternate universes,  of new
potential of future, it is important that places of exchange continue to be established. Because while
developing the apprenticeship of "the mirror effect" LEOs will strive to reveal the imprint of the
predator in their own behavior and even more in the functioning of the collective unconscious or the
behavior of others.

Of course, this 'creative work' cannot come true if there are remainders of judgments still in your
thoughts, because it is intended to increase the vibratory frequency of resonance which will put you
in sync with the Wave. And therefore, it will shield you from the violence of the anthropocosmic
changes which are announced everywhere on Earth.

Here is an extract of an exchange of questions-answers taking place with the Cassiopeans who
offers some indications about the dimensional changes:

http://quantumfuture.NET/FR/wave9_fr.htm 05.12.94.

Q: (L) I would like to know what is the definition of, and would you describe for us, a dimensional
curtain? 

A: Self-explanatory. Think. 

Q: (L) When we are talking about dimensional curtains we are talking about divisions at the same
level of density, is that correct? 
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A: Maybe. 

Q: (L) Can dimensional curtains be between dimensions at the same level of density?

A: Yes. 

Q: (L) Are dimensional curtains also something that occurs between levels of density? 

A: Yes. 

Q: (L) So, a dimensional curtain is a point at which some sort of change takes place... what causes
this change? 

A: Nature. 

Q: (L) In specific terms of the engineering of it, what defines this change? 

A: Experience. 

Q: (L) Is it in any way related to atomic or quantum physics or the movement of atoms? 

A: Yes. 

Q: (L) Okay. An atom is in 3rd density. What distinguishes it from an atom in 4th density? 

A: Reality.

Q: (L) What distinguishes one realm from another?

A: Assumptions.

Q: (L) Okay, what you assume or expect is what you perceive about that atom depending upon
which reality you are in, is that correct? 

A: Close.

Q: (L) What determines your assumptions?

A: Experience.

Q: (L) My experience of atoms is that they congregate in such a way as to form solid matter...

A: Everything that exists is merely a lesson.

Q: (L) Okay, so once we have learned certain lessons, as in experience of certain things, then our
assumptions change?

A: Yes.

Q: (L) Okay, is this wave that is coming our direction going to give us an experience that is going to
change our assumptions?

A: Catch 22: One half is that you must change your assumptions in order to experience the wave in
a positive way.

Q: (L) And what does this wave consist of in absolute terms?
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A: Realm border.

Q: (L) Is that realm border as in a cut-off point between one reality and another?

A: Yes.

Q: (L) Is that realm border as in dimensional curtain?

A: Yes. 

Q: (L) So the planet earth is going to pass through a dimensional curtain?

A: Or an earth. All is merely a lesson, and nothing, repeat nothing, more.

Q: (L) Well,  my experience with lessons has been that they are generally painful. Is this realm
border crossing, or this merging experience going to be what we, or I, in the 3rd density, would
perceive as painful?

A: Wait and see. 

Extract of the session of December 5th, 1994

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-5-december-1994.28388/#post-353192

                                                                        ***

In our previous dialogue we issued a call to meet one another to exchange and share information
and we received numerous enthusiastic answers on behalf of our readers. Proof that among the
LEOs,  more  and more  individuals  are  determined to  co-create  an  alternative  to  their  future  in
another reality, by agreeing to reveal the predator who hides in the darkest corner of their thoughts
and in their behavior.

We were contacted  by some "celebrities"  of  the esoteric  and spiritual  world,  but  especially  by
people with whom we began interesting exchanges. Naturally, our sharing signed the beginnings of
something new, from our first meetings, the influence of the cross-dimensional predation under the
shape of our predators and our mutual games of ego, were often noticeable.

But to learn to detect and transcend the notion of the judgment, of good or bad towards others, is it
not the most difficult thing to realize for our human consciousness?

It is by such discussions with are as spontaneous as possible with its frankness, its sincerity, the
listening  that  we  consider  continuing  the  meetings  and  sharing  of  the  LEO  Network.  Such
experiments realized between us, should authorize us in that the energy and the Leonin center of
thought, spreads and deploys itself and help us to surpass us to propel us towards our neo-reality
STO: A world freed from a duality which was arbitrated by the entities of the Service to Self for too
long, who this time, contrary to the Atlantis, would reach for some to emerge on a new Earth, in a
new density.

 ***

Thus, let us return to our researches about the path of Compostella and the secret of the Cagots.
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A while back,  we were sorting out  pictures that we had taken during our travel  in the Basque
Country and found again pictures of the famous cross of Hendaye. We had begun to treat the subject
in the dialogue n ° 40.

As it is often the case, while observing recent synchronicities, by 'subliminal information' which
were passed on to us, by the subconscious of Jacques Gérard Vésone for example, that we reached
to incredible findings by crossing this information with our own Akashic and " transdimensional
memories".

Jenaël relates:

Everything began with a dream I had in 2006. In my dream, I was stretched out for a small nap
when I saw far off the distance a man walking towards the Atlantic Coast. I myself, was sitting on a
cliff over the sea. As this man approached the beach below, I saw that he was a huge giant, of the
size of a building. Behind him a crowd of small human beings (probably dwarfs) followed him
closely.

While beginning to walk on the surface of waves, he turned to me and called out to me:

"Keep doing what you are doing and remain confident, because you will be brought to do as I did,
and you will do even more." I walk here where finishes the earth to return towards where I come
from. "

I  recognized  then  the  silhouette  of  Yeshua  and  understood  that  we  were  in  the  Finistère15:
The place where finishes the earth. But at the time I had not enough elements to interpret my dream
and  reconstitute  the  puzzle  which  appears  in  front  of  me  only  now.
It is only very recently that two people supplied me almost unconsciously with keys. They are
Patrick Burensteinas in this video:

Http://productions-pgafilms.com/saint-jacques-de-compostelle-le-voyage-alchimique-tap e-5-5747.html

And Jacques-Gérard Vésone :

http://www.la-grande-revelation.com/qui-en-est-l-auteur-jacques-gerard-vesone-a1653621
http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/07/07/1ère-partie-entrevue-avec-jacques-gérard-vésone/

http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/07/02/entrevue-avec-jacques-gérard-vésone-le-20-06-16/

These  two  persons  held  certain  elements  which  woke  my  Atlantean  memories.
When Patrick  Burensteinas  collects  the  philosopher's  stone  or  "the  antimony"  on the  beach of
Fisterra close to the city of Finistère and to St James of Compostella, he specified in his video that
this  mineral is used by alchemists because it  allows to change unpure metals  such as lead and
mercury, in precious metals such as the chrysopoeia16, which is the gold obtained by transmutation.

I learned that the antimony, possessing cosmetic, ophthalmic, emetic properties, was already used
by Atlanteans to activate the pineal. It also served as a cure to diseases and extend the human life
beyond its natural limits.

15  Finistère is a department of the region of Bretagne, on the Atlantic Coast. In the language of birds, Finistère sounds
the same as Finis- terre (where finishes the earth).

16  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysopoeia
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Its alchemical transformation realizes itself in the hearth, the home or Kamin (chimney in Alsatian,
Slovenian or German), in which is plunged the melting pot containing a little of this ore into a tiny
particle of gold.

We thus deducted that Kamin, El Camino, the "Path of Compostella, represents the hearth"("the
Way") in which the transmutation begins. The melting pot which contains the heavy density of our
Being: Symbolized by the lead, as well as the tiny particle of light which lives in us: The gold.

When the alchemist warms the lead, the gold and the antimony in the melting pot, this combination
of elements is transformed either in hardened lead or in gold. The result is according to the dosage
of  the  three  elements  and  especially,  the  knowledge,  the  perseverance,  the  concentration  and
emotional state of the alchemist operator.

In the history of alchemy, it is said that few individuals had managed to transform the lead in gold.
What was the meaning of this "alchemical operation"?

It  represented  our  internal  density:  The lead  (symbolizing  the  fears,  the beliefs,  the  heaviness)
transmuted in gold ("the energy of light", the information-truth, Knowledge, the fluidity in Life).

Nicolas Flamel, Fulcanelli and some others were of those who in principle had succeeded!

Thus, transforming lead in gold or density into light, would thus drive us to the completion of the
process to succeed in changing density / reality. In other words, to pass from an STS dimension to
an STO dimension in a same world of 3rd density.

It is this internal transmutation that a part of the Atlantean survivors had realized by crossing the
Pyrenees and by spreading out in these mountains. They had accepted, transmuted, integrated their
dual experiments of life in Atlantis, to "Ascend" on a new vibratory plan of consciousness, and
bequeathed us secret keys so that the most acute of us can decipher the instructions.

These keys are encoded in the depths of our subconscious, which we can remember only by our
own progress of alchemical transformation. This internal progress would raise the bolts of the 4 th

dimension of STO consciousness.

Patrick  Burensteinas  hypothesis  concerning  the  etymological  origin  of  the  name
Compostella, would be that it comes from a derivative of compositum tellus "moved earth" from a
grave or from  compostum "cemetery",  or in  language of the birds "Elle17”,  the feminine which
resuscitates from the compost.

Compost arising from a process of biological processing of organic matters, would it be the lands of
Amen - ta: Ahâ-Men-Ptah of the swallowed Atlantis?

The "Coast of Death", this is the way we call the coast of Galicia, which is the starting point of a
whole game of legends, myths and traditions, guides the alchemist towards a precise beach where
he is going to be able to collect this raw material: 'The antimony', symbol of the internal density and
which authorizes or not, the internal transmutation during the alchemical journey.

This place is nearby of the Fistera  cap (the "end of the Earth") which also marks the end of the
journey for many pilgrims of Saint Jacques of Compostella. This is the same Finistère towards
which, in the vision of Jenaël, walked the giant Yeshua.

 

17  Elle = Her/She in French
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St James's church is attributed to the Knight Templars and as any Atlantean sacred place, it is still
provided with its triple energy surrounding wall.

This occult order of the Knight Templars, who in the first half of XII Century had developed from
the increase of  the pilgrims to  Compostella,  was exactly  contemporary of  the birth  of  two big
military orders in the "Holy Land". Its mission was to preserve roads and main itineraries of " El
Camino Primitivo". It was the secret order which was sensitive to protect the pilgrims of the attacks
of thieves and looters.

But what  seems certain today,  it  is  that  this  secret  order  of the Knight Templars was not only
dedicated to the protection of the pilgrims on the roads, but it answered a long-meditated approach
of esoteric order, which was a pretext to a mystic quest sponsored by Bernard of Clairvaux and the
Cistercian monks. This secret order  within the Knight Templars organization had maintained good
relationships with an initiated people of the time: The Cagots of the Pyrenees (Cathar-Laminak-
Chrestians). Whereas the official order of the Knight Templars oversaw watching the path towards
Jerusalem.

Patrick  Burensteinas  describes  farther  about  the  Camino,  that  it  is  a  real  meditation  on Death,
appearances  and  meaning  of  the  Black  work,  the  transmutation,  that  suits  us  the  walls  of
Castrojeriz. In the entrance of Galicia, the pass of Cebreiro brings us to understand (that St James's
real path, the antic "El camino primitivo" not only makes us cross space, it is also a Door of Time.

As for the cyclic cross of Hendaye, of which we shall speak again farther by bringing back our
extraordinary experiences in the Basque Country, it was set up at first between the XVII th and the
XVIIIth century on the way of Compostella by a group of anonymous initiated, then placed by the
cemetery of Hendaye.

Who  were  they?  These  initiated  were  the  guards  of  the  technology,  the  craftmanship  and
Knowledge that they had protected after the collapse of Atlantis.  This object  would have been
saved from the destruction or made, several thousand years ago by the survivors of the disappeared
continent: Amen-ta (or Atlantis). It was transferred in 1842 from its first location on the Camino
Primitivo, to be placed by the parochial church of St Vincent, in the city center of Hendaye where it
is still visible today.

The legend says that some among these people of initiated: "The Sons of the Law of the One"
carriers of the seal of Cain, were masters of 5th density STO. In other words, they were initiated
Beings which challenged the laws of time.  Among them, Cathar-Cagots  would still  live in  the
mountainous areas of Pyrenees and would have hidden other technologies coming from the old
Amen - ta (Atlantis).

But is it really a legend or do they remain in a parallel reality, an alternate dimension of time like
the one that some among us manage to perceive and are already cross?

Very  probably  whom  Fulcanelli,  certain  other  alchemists,  monks-Knight  Templars  and  other
initiated, had put them and became the guards of the doors of time, the agents of this technology
cross-dimensional who will open the temporal portals. When we shall have completely carried out
our internal alchemy?

https://veritas-europe.com/forums/topic/croix-cyclique-dhendaye-et-le-passage-de-la-10ieme-planete/

http://www.templiers.net/etudes/index.php?page=Ordres-Temple-Hopital-Chemins-Compostelle

Fulcanelli had very probably met these people of initiated called differently according to regions:
Cathars then Cagots, Chrestians or Laminak, because the secret which only they could know was
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revealed  to  him  and  which  said:  "Life  finds  refuge  in  one  and  the  same  place".  
Because it is this place, hidden "in the depths of our Being" that every "alchemist" who respects
himself looks for.

This place exists, it shows a reality, but we have to plunge in it body and soul, by the reversal in
oneself "(as suggested it Castaneda in "The final journey").

It is nowhere and everywhere at the same time, because it is only the expression of our frequency of
higher  resonance  exteriorized  in  our  bubble  of  perception,  by  our  genome  "  returned to  the
original" When we succeed in returning in ourselves.

These people of initiated are no other than the descent of the survivors of the Atlantis who had kept
the secret of their cross-dimensional and "spiritual" technology. (Macaronesia - Canaries and the
Azores - still present some vestiges of this disappeared civilization.)

Moreover,  researches  evoke a  very  particular  population  group in the territories  of  the  gulf  of
Biscay since the end of the upper Paleolithic and characterized by its ancient magic language, its
morphology and its very specific genetics.

This almost disappeared and very particular population, is essentially spread among the Basque
population,  but  we  find  them  also  somewhere  else  in  France  and  in  Europe.  Like  in
Brittany  and  Alsace  where  we  find  this  kind  of  dialect  peculiar  to  people  introduced  to  this
language.
It expresses itself essentially by a regional dialect, a dialect who still allows to spot the indications
or the tracks of their passage.

Here are two very edifying articles in this connection:

http://Eden-saga.com/tradition-linguistique-Breton-languedesoisons.html

http://Eden-saga.com/Palme-argot-patois-Langue-des-oisons-Contes-de-fees-mere-loye.html

The story of these people is extraordinary and is sometimes told in popular legends as the one that
we found in Alsace:

(See directly on our site our story) pdf)

Then who are this people? There are simply the Cagots with palmed feet (and sometimes palmed
hands) of our Pyrenean legends, the so called Laminak in Basque, and Chrestians in the Carolingian
ages. And obviously, they are the famous small human beings of the dream of Jenaël.

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lamina_(mythologie)  18  

http://essania.actifforum.com/t5962-enigmatique-race-des-chrestians

In  the  end,  this  dream  seems  very  revealing  because  Yeshua  appeared  to  Jenaël  as  a
Giant.

Weren’t other descendants of the Atlantean peoples also giants like the Guanches that were still in
the Canary Islands and the Azores in the XIVth century?

18  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lamia_(Basque_mythology)
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http://secretebase.free.fr/civilisations/autrespeuples/guanches/guanches.htm

Or the Merovingians, the giants of Vth In VIIIth Century, claimed to be of the line of the Grail?

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%A9rovingiens#Origine  19  

http://rustyjames.canalblog.com/archives/2015/02/05/31468815.html

We know now on that after a dimensional transition, certain surviving forms of life adapted to their
new density by adapting very quickly their genome (due to the property of epigenetic).

This neo-genome expresses itself then in its new environment of life, by generating a new build
(size,  weight  and  thus  density)  according  to  the  frequencies  of  the  surrounding  density.  Some
individuals quickly reduced of size, such as the Cagots did, by modifying and by readjusting their
genetics to their new reality, their new environment. While others kept their size of origin for a
while.

A man having carried out this transition which we know under the name of Yeshua, who obviously
appeared as a "God" in the eyes of the human beings of the time, travelled through space and time.
As every wise Atlantean, he knew how to thwart the laws of gravitation.

Yeshua, Enki or Horus and many others after them were Christs, identical to those today who intend
to serve others, and to enter the caste of the "Planners of Life".

They are one and the same creative Soul-entity of 7th dimension, descendants of the lineage of the
Creators, who taught human beings to get ready to change of plan of consciousness and density of
embodiment.

Yeshua the Atlantean, called the Galician because he landed together with Joseph of Arimathea on
the coast  of Galicia after  the collapse of the Atlantean continent,  had simply accompanied and
taught companions during their journey to the "Promised "Land", a new reality in a new dimension.

It is thus very most probably these memories of history from which are pulled: "Letters of the
Christ", the works of Claire Heartsong (Anna, the grandmother of Jesus and Anna, the voice of
Madeleines), the Akashic Memoirs of Daniel Meurois and other narrative concerning the "famous"
Jesus Christ.

Let us not be confused with the character of Jesus of the legend of the Roman church, with the
expression  of  a  consciousness  of  5  –  6th dimension  personified  for  example  in  the  past
Through  the  embodiment  of  Enki,  Plato,  Socrates,  Jacques  de  Molay,  then  more  recently  by
Fulcanelli, Canseliet, Leedskalnin and many more other carriers of the seal of Cain.

Despite this  Christlike consciousness which express itself  today still  through the personality  of
numerous researchers of truth worldwide, it will never be predominant on Earth in the 3rd dimension
STS such as it manifests itself in our reality of today.

According to  the Biblical writings,  the "Christ" even said: "I  am in this  world,  but not of this
world."

19  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merovingian_dynasty
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The biblical narrative describing the epic of Mary, Jesus the Galilean, his partner Madeleine and
Joseph of Arimathea, the Apostles… are only narratives, legends and metaphors whom the historic
truth was very audaciously and sensibly transposed in Galilea by the fathers of the Roman church.
These high priests, "the sons of Belial", are parts of the humanity in the "Service to Self - STS" by
whom Atlantis was destroyed. To continues to reign over the people and to serve the caste of the
STS  transdimensional  reptilian  entities,  they  made  so  that  the  current  humanity  cannot
remember its real history. 

However,  and  apparently,  some  people  remained  carriers  of  this  Knowledge  and  know  it.
These  Cathar-Cagots,  Laminak,  Chrestian,  who,  due  to  their  genetics  were  holders  of  this
Knowledge and were of Atlantean blood.

http://lieux.loucrup65.fr/cagots.htm

There  were  Christs  or  "Kiristis"  of  the  lineage  of  Sukkals  (the  birds  people),  of
Nungals or amphibians Abgals (with palmed feets and hands), of whom Yeshua (on "past temporal
lines" as "Kiristos" Enki-Horus) was - partially - stemming.

In our time, these big families of extranean temporal travelers could well corresponds to the Tall
blond, Venusians, Arcturiens, Pleiadeans, Siriusians or other human ascensionned hybrid lineages in
superior dimensions of densities of existence.

This Christlike energy, the genome "Kiristos", thus shows itself today in every individual who
produces the sincere and sustainable effort to open and increase his consciousness to offer
himself body and soul to the Service to Others - STO.

And it is this intense effort of every minute (and not only when that arrange us, will increase
our frequency of resonance so that we can be transferred in 5th dimension of consciousness, by
the Wave of change.

THIS  TRANSITION  THROUGH  A  DIMENSIONAL  WINDOW  WILL  BE  MADE
ONLY  WHEN  ENOUGH  OF  US  WILL  HAVE ACCOMPLISHED  THE  INTERNAL
CELLULAR PROCESSING ESSENTIAL TO BE READY!

About Sirius, where amphibians – Abgals are native:

The Dogons assert that there is a third star (after Sirius and its sun-companion) undiscovered by
the astronomers at present. They tell us that our ancestors came from there, millennia ago, from a
planet in orbit around this third star.

The Dogons know the existence of two stars around Sirius. The first one (discovered in 1851 by
Peter) orbit around Sirius in 50 years (The feast of Sigui takes place every 50 years). The period of
revolution calculated in 1960 by Van Den is of 50,090 years.

The second, they name it "EmmaYa" or "Sorghum" or "The Star of women". [Let us specify that the
words  in  Dogon  "Sorghum"  or  "EmmaYa"  is  very  close  to  the  Basque  "Sorgin]
Emakumea "meaning"witch". [The radical "sorghum" where ensues the word "sorgin"or"sorginia"
means precisely "witch".]

The period of revolution of this star takes over 32 years to orbit around Sirius, in a perpendicular
elliptic orbit to that of the first star.

This star has several planets in orbit around her, their ancestors came from one of these planets
aboard the NOMO (like the lunar rocket Apollo spaceship)
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This star is suspected to exist by astronomers, but it hasn’t been proved yet.

http://www.infomysteres.com/Histoire/histoire7.htm

                                                                           ***

Let us return to  the famous cross of Hendaye and then let  us remember ourselves the time of
Ancient Egypt and its technology that the planners had bequeathed to humanity.

By reminding us of its History engraved on pyramids and by observing attentively this cross while
having in mind this technology, it seems rather obvious for the educated, that this cross could act as
a Djed pillar when it is positioned in an adequate place.

Electromagnetic  condensator  when  it  is  placed  on  a  specific  telluric  line  (for  example  on  the
crossing  of  a  "gold"  telluric  line  which  connects  the  disappeared  continent  and  the  Basque
Country),  Djed  had for  function  to  assure  the  "resurrection  in  the  stability  and the"  duration".
In a way, it assured long life, henceforth its name "Djed" which means stability and duration. Thus,
its construction was used in very old rites, and renews the act of Horus related in the texts of Thoth
in Edfu.

We also remember the destruction of the Djed pillars in the old Amenti (the Atlantis of the West)
caused its destruction.

(In the Egyptian mythology,  Amen-ti indicates the West.)  As it  is in the direction of the sunset
(towards the constellation of Sirius in summer) the house of the dead was placed there.

At the time of Ptolemy, Amen-ti appears as the house of the righteous men, the Kiristos (of the
Christs) of those who are without sin. Nevertheless, in the Bible translation in Coptic language, this
term was deviated from its original sense and used to indicate hell.

Current  or  contemporary Egypt,  thus situated in  Amen-ta (in  the East  as opposed to the star
Sirius)  corresponds  to  a  rich  Atlantean province,  the  antic  Upper  Egypt  which  had become a
Roman province  approximately  12000  years  after  the  disappearance  of  the  civilization  of  the
Amenti: The western Atlantis, in of the Atlantic Ocean.)

by raising this kind of pillars (technology known of the Atlanteans) on the way of the survivors
during their exodus in the Pyrenees, which would later become the current European continent,
when oceanic waters had withdrawn, these "magic pillars" had for function to assure the prosperity
and the protection of the ground which welcomed them. The descendants Semites-Cagots of these
exiles of Amen-ti knew the secret of the magic pillars.

The legend which refers to the flight of Moses outside of ancient Egypt,  the Amen -  ta would
corresponds to the episode of the passage of the Red Sea recorded in the Old Testament. Would it
also relate the exodus of the Semites? 

(The  Semites  would  be  the  speakers  of  Semitic  languages  which  mainly  populate  the
The Middle  East,  North Africa  and the Horn of  Africa.  "The word is  forged from the biblical
character  "Sem  "who  means  in  Hebrew:"  name,  renown,  prosperity  "."  SEM"
Being the last son of Noah.)

Created in the field of the philology to indicate a family of languages, the term "Semite" was used
from  the  XIX  th  Century  to  designate  the  speakers  of  these  languages  as  the  members  of  a
particular "human race" such as the Cagots were.
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The Basque is phonetically rather close to the Dogon. These languages probably hail both from the
old Semitic language of the western Atlantis - the Amenti.

The Semites have thus strictly no relationship with the Jews-Hebrews of today. They are then very
probably descendants of the son of Noah, patriarch of one of the surviving peoples of the Atlantis,
who became the Cathars, then the Cagots and Chrestians of our old legends.

Knowing  that  these  peoples  were  carriers  of  the  Knowledge  and  the  old-fashioned  spiritual
technology coming from Abgals from Sirius, we could overestimate without big risk of error, that
the famous cyclic cross of Hendaye hid a Djed technology, a condensator of energy spin or free
energy, such as other objects which were saved by the survivors of this disappeared civilization.

Then Cathars-Cagots (Chrestians Laminak / Semites) held sciences and hid numerous technologies
from which the impact escapes us even today. They mastered the properties of the magnetic field,
the anti-gravitational and explored the powers of the spirit on the matter. This control defined their
"spiritual technology", in opposition with the material technology which governs the contemporary
material world.

History says that these beings turned up " out of nowhere ", mainly in France under the reign of the
Carolingians, just after an inexplicable invasion of air vessels appeared in Valley of the Saone and
The Rhône. (It was very probably Merkabah – coming from the activation of the personal magnetic
fields - which was seen by the population of time.)

http://secretebase.free.fr/civilisations/autrespeuples/chrestians/chrestians.htm

These VIIIth Century Chrestians could represent very probably also galactic cousins, the "Ummite",
these human beings native of a twin Earth of 3rd dimension called Ummo, resulting from another
future already realized in a parallel dimension, situated approximately 14.4 light years of the Earth
and who also, would have formed after the collapse of a previous humanity.

Https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Ummo

It is the control of the "spiritual powers" peculiar to Atlantean "STO", that made them discover the
geo-energy and study the free energy: This famous Vril.

Vril is a fine, subtle and infinite energy produced by the rotation of the globe. It absolutely must
not to be confused with the terrestrial magnetic railing in the shape of flower of life, such as
described it Drunvalo Melchizedek. The latter is only the result of a technological manipulation
of the Vril, which had the effect of concentrating this subtle energy in an electromagnetic prison,
which traps the human Souls in cycles of reincarnation in the service of the corpus of 4 th dimension
STS. (See Dialogue N° 37)

There  was a time when such a huge dynamo, our planet produced a subtle electromagnetic field,
ubiquitous, and very powerful in the Ether. This field was omnipresent around the globe and formed
a single layer of fog. It allowed any Soul to move immediately from one point to another on Earth
or in the universe and create/ densify a body according to its needs, as has done it the Spirit of IsBe.
(See diag Interview with the Alien - PDF) 

http://  www.reseauleo.com/2016/06/02/entretien-avec-l-alien-pdf/   20  

20 English version: https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alieninterview/alieninterview.htm     
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This "foggy" field is the one described by Credo Mutwa, who in his interview with Rick Martin
claimed:  -Originally,  the Earth was covered by a very thick coat  of  fog or  mist.  And in these
centuries, people spoke to each other between them thanks to their spirit-.

But at the moment, these faculties of the spirit stay near - impossible in our 3rd human dimension, so
much they remain under the control of the STS corpus. To adapt themselves to the prison, human
Souls embodied in a human body with a frequency of 3rd density STS, proceed deliberately to the
choice to forget, even if it means remaining trapped in this prison. And it is this option which led a
lot of Greys (human beings of the future without outcome) to be reincarnated in a human body and
to choose to die there or to breed with human being, so that by a difficult cycle of reincarnation,
their Soul-Spirit recovers the potential to reach in orientation in STO.

As  the  current  humanity  is  helped  by  the  Beings  of  superior  dimensions,  it  is
also assisted by their "spiritual technology". In the past, when they were activated by STO Beings,
the Djed pillar had for function to condense, channel, invert the polarities of this electromagnetic
energy to produce openings between the dimensions, the famous doors of time, such as the ones
Patrick Burensteinas speak of and by whom some STO were projected in a new space-time "to
land" in the time of our current civilization.

But if the purpose of the same technology was manipulated by STS, it served only to channel, to
concentrate the free energy, to be used as weapon, such as laser rays, or to fuel antigravitational
machines, continuing to serve more widely the will of a materialistic world STS.

Is not it thus this Vril energy, this claimed free technology, that is nowadays used by the company
Keshe, which really is only pursuing the researches of the Nazis on the Vril technology?

Https://aterrestre-auservice-du-reich-partie-1ves-secretes-nazies-la-technologie-extr
michelduchaine.com/2014/10/12/les-archi/.

http://1stmuse.com/maria_orsitsch/

We  could  thus  rightly  ask  ourselves  this  question:  Who  will  benefit  this  Vril  technology
that they develop?

Despite it, hadn’t Tesla already supplied the answer?

Http://secretebase.free.fr/complots/nazis/Vril /vril.htm

The Cagots, the Chrestians and previously the initiated Cathars and some Knight Templars were
carriers  of the secrets  of the Vril.  And as  the legend let  it  suspect,  some in the service of  the
Christlike Consciousness had spread and hidden these artifacts (among which probably several big
electromagnetic condensers -The arch of alliance) in the Pyrenean mountains while waiting for the
next transdimensional passage, to put them back naturally in function.

As we now know it, these arks, pyramids and Djed pillars scattered on the planet will be activated
during the next dimensional passage.  And it depends of the rise of our frequency of resonance
STO, that those who will be prepared, will borrow this dimensional portal which will open
NATURALLY at this moment there. Nevertheless, the simultaneous activation of these arks will
also have for other function to move the terrestrial  space-time, of required not to be destroyed
completely by a possible massive cometary impact.

But let us remember that ourselves in 3rd dimension of consciousness, life is based only on illusions,
assumptions, projections. But when we experiment, understand, accept, integrate the lessons which
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Life offers us, we are all supposed to manage to pass beyond the assumptions to discover simply the
Reality. It is thus only when we shall really be conscious of the "nature" of our new reality, when
we shall really realize that we express it thanks to the resolution of our multiple karmic experiences
of incarnation.

All the revelations contained in this dialogue, are thus "realities" only beyond the consciousness
limited by the 3rd dimension of the human existence.

As the Cassiopeans claimed it: "It is necessary for you to change your assumptions to be able to
make a positive experience of the Wave."

The Angel also told us in this connection:

This Wave of change represents a border between two worlds of frequencies of different resonance
and is like a point of separation between your reality and another.

"By changing" your way of thinking and to act, it becomes possible to become creative of parallel
Universes. In other words, it implies to stop supposing, keeping rehearsing the past and anticipating
a future which finally is only the one that you already knew!

In your 3rd dimension in  which the consciousness takes  place in  a linear  way,  to  want  to stay
without thinking or reflect about the past-future is almost impossible because your official predator
irreparably takes care to return you in a space-time which is familiar to him!

Whereas the 4th dimension of existence synchronize the consciousness of all  your past  resolute
memories, to offer you the choice of multiple possibilities of future. It means that you will have the
possibility of choosing a branch of future from your experiences and integrated lessons, while under
the influence of the predator, he would have resolutely imposed you a vision of the future which
would have reassured him. The latter representing a preestablished temporal line.

Consequently,  you  will  not  be  dependent  of  a  dimension  of  reality  imposed  by  the  predator
anymore, but you will become master and even virtuoso of your own reality. Know that in 3rd and
4th dimension STS, consciousness creates gravitation, which in turn modifies consciousness! What
implies that however your consciousness can imagine itself to be a victim or considers itself the
master of the circumstances of its Life, but on no account, can it be creative. 

But from the 4th dimension STO, once created "naturally" by gravitation, your new universe will
correspond simply to the interpretation which yourself give to its subject. Which for the moment, is
still difficult for you to conceptualize?

Cassiopeans said: "Remember yourselves! Practically all the power necessary to modify the reality
is in the center of conviction of the spirit. "Here is something that you will understand better when
you will reach the fourth density, where physicality is no more a prison but a house which you can
modify as you please."

In other words, a new potential of future begins not with the mental, "what you believe", but by "a
conviction" which is no other than the inmost experiment of the reality such as it is, and not such as
you are led to think that it is.

This reality takes place in the center of conviction of the spirit and becomes prelude to multiple
initiations  which  are  no  other  than  the  deep  experiment  of  all  your  beliefs!  Thus,  the  latter
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absolutely have nothing to do with the beliefs engendered by your extremely limited perceptions,
generated by the dynamics of the world of 3rd dimension which surrounds you. (This subject will be
more approached it the dialogues to come.)

***

Let’s return to the other indications and mysteries which had supported our researches, and which
mark out the progress of the Atlantean descendants.

For years we explored the mountains of Razès, https: / / en.Wikipedia.org / wiki / Raz %C3%A8s _
(r % C3% A9gion)

Sometimes we discover places where pawed crosses are engraved in a circle.

Sometimes,  we  discover  them  in  unlikely  energetic  places,  very  difficult  to  access.
Others  are  found  in  much  more  exposed  places,  were  restored  and  sculptured  as  they  were
originally. Others were downright vandalized and destroyed.

These crosses were a mystery until recently when our researches on the Semites-Cathars, Cagots,
Chrestians, conveniently brought us to the Franco-Spanish border.

It is thus in August-September when we launched ourselves on the tracks of the Cagots of the
Pyrenees, by discovering the remote parts of the Navarre and Basque Country. This adventure, rich
in new developments, was moreover a pretext to a series of videos broadcasted the LEO Network:

"On the track of the Cagots, the initiated people of Pyrenees":

• I – 1st meeting with Marie-Jeanne at Biriatou (64) the 28.08.2016, part 1 & 2

(   http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/09/23/1er-partage-chez-marie-jeanne-a-biriatou-64-le-28-08-16/  )  

• II - The Cagots - Meeting Kepa Arburua Olaizola – 31/08/2016
http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/10/06/les-cagots-rencontre-avec-kepa-olaizola-31-08-2016/

• III – Jenaël’s dream: The mummy - meeting with Marie-Jeanne the 03/09/2016
http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/10/17/iv-memoires-cagots-rencontre-avec-xabier-agote-charpentierinitiateur-du-projet-
albaola/

• IV - The Cagots: Meeting with Xabier Agote - Carpenter, creator of the
ALBAOLA project – 06/09/2016
http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/10/17/iv-memoires-cagots-rencontre-avec-xabier-agote-charpentierinitiateur-du-projet-
albaola/

During our wanderings we discovered that in some old cemeteries, remain some pawed crosses, set
up as gravestone.

What represents these crosses?

They are a solar symbol. Simple cross placed inside a circle represents the sun. This symbol already
appeared frequently in the Neolithic. (For reminder the Neolithic is 9000 BC, the period placed
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after the fall of Atlantis (which took place circa 10000 BC). They are thus an inheritance of an old
tradition in Europe well before Christianization.

Although of it is a very ancient tradition, these crosses decorate generally discoidal stelae known in
the Basque Country since the XVIth and XVIIth century. However, at that time, the symbolism had
already lost a lot of the meaning which it had during previous centuries. The shape and drawings are
reproduced only by tradition.

We already find these crosses on the Abacus of masters Templars. Every master of the Temple
possessed this personal emblem, close to the pastoral stick of the bishop. At the same time stick of
spiritual  and  "temporal"  command,  it  clearly  had  a  magic  and  propitiatory  value.  It  aimed  at
attracting the favors or the mercy of the "Creator".

Http://templierscroisades.free.fr/symbolique/index.php?Page=master abacus

The symbolism of the cross is universal. While we can find numerous meanings to the sign of the
cross or the symbol which ensues from it, the historic background of the famous Red Cross of the
Knight Templars contains multiple meanings and wisdoms.

The Knight Templars had adopted the cross as the symbol of their order. Originally the pawed cross
was called the " MARK OF CAIN ". This symbol had been born more than 5000 years ago in the
proto-Sumerian period.  It  had been used by the followers  of the "God of the One",  until  they
arrived, not in Palestine after having left Egypt, as wanted the religions of the book to persuade us
of, but on the European continent after the disappearance of Amen-ti: The western part of Atlantis.

The esoteric meaning of the Mark of Cain can be symbolically found in the Bible in the chapter of
the Genesis (Gen. 4:13-16):

13 Cain said to the Lord, “My punishment is more than I can bear.

14 Today you are driving me from the land, and I will be hidden from your presence; I will be a

restless wanderer on the earth, and whoever finds me will kill me.”

15 But the Lord said to him, “Not so[a]; anyone who kills Cain will suffer vengeance seven times

over.” Then the Lord put a mark on Cain so that no one who found him would kill him. 

16 So Cain went out from the Lord’s presence and lived in the land of Nod,[b] east of Eden.

However, the combination of a metaphoric writing style of and historic facts engenders a lot of
confusion for those who trust the Bible completely. The deep truth about the Mark of Cain can be
found only by the one who carries it in his memories, the one whom the Soul "remembers".

In Ancient  Egypt  (or "Amen - ta"  in ancient Sumerian),  those who wore the "  Mark of Cain"
showed that they were protected by " the God of the One " from the fury of " Jehovah " (in other
words of the Sumerian god the AN). This meant that their  carriers had left  the spiritual  path
consisting in taking from others (the Service to Self- STS) and had embraced the path to give
to the others (the Service to Others - STO).

The symbol of the cross in a circle is thus very old and played an important role in the History of
Humanity. This symbol can be found under numerous variants, in numerous cultures and in multiple
places across the world.
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The Mark of Cain was symbolized by a Red Pawed Cross surrounded by a Circle, from the birth of
the order of the Knight Templars in the year 1120. It was "borrowed" from the Cathar / Cagots
spiritual  tradition.  By  this  cross,  they  meant  at  the  same  time  the  symbol  of  Cain  and  their
membership to the lineage of the Christlike planners "Abgal" with palmed feet.

This cross with palmed feet became much more later the emblem of the Languedoc or Occitania.

We could then wonder why a cross?  Why pawed? And why in a circle?

After he had accompanied the survivors of Atlantis, and thanks to his time traveling capacities (time
folder or folded time), Yeshua travelled all over the Western world, in Middle East and in the East,
in India. In his spiritual quest to go beyond the state of enlightenment and to reach the superior
levels of Consciousness of Creation, Yeshua probably studied for a time with the Celtic Druids and
learned there the history of the western world. He studied the hidden meanings and the "spiritual"
wisdom of the " pawed cross " formerly known as the " Mark of Cain " (which later would become
the  Celtic  Cross).  He understood that  it  symbolized  all  the  experiments  of  humans  which  are
recorded in an electromagnetic way in their genetics.

This symbol represents the Consciousness thus or the Spirit whom we are, because our physical
body is only the part of our Higher Self who experiments in this dense level of the Creation.

Yeshua also taught that our Consciousness is a field of energy surrounding our Soul which at the
time of birth, densifies a portion of itself: The physical body of Man, and takes place inside of him
at the level of the " Upper Heart".

He taught the Atlantean descendants the esoteric process of the Sign of the cross. In this process,
having drawn a circle which connects the forehead, the left shoulder, the plexus, the right shoulder,
the  one  who  signs  himself  with  the  cross  of  Cain,  dips  his  fingers  into  pure  water,  touches
successively energetical points on the brow, the breast and the shoulders with the index and major
joined to represent the One in the duality. The position of the fingers forming a powerful mudra, is a
secret known only by those who are initiated and who "remember".

Today most of the religions adopted a travesty of the sign of the cross but hid the symbol of the
circle. Also, by tightening all the fingers, their believers sign themselves very approximately.

In the end, the cross in the circle, which we can find in large numbers in the high valley of the
Aude, draws the body movements that the Atlantean descendants had adopted to recognize each
other and that they taught native peoples (Celts and Cathars) at their arrival in Gaul (France).

And it is from this tradition, mainly conveyed by women (the Atlantean goddesses likened to Mary
and Marie-Madeleine by Christianity and the New Age),  that the initiated Celts, Cathars or the
Knight  Templars,  signed of  this  seal  the  highly  energy  places  which  probably  still  hide  some
dimensional technologies on other plans of reality.

These places are major centers releasing electromagnetic energy of the "Ceaseless Light, the Truth
and the Unconditional Love of the Creator".

The circle drawn around the cross reminds us that the physical body and the electromagnetic body,
although separated by our illusion, are one and the same.

The four-pointed pawed represent the four successive tracks of the thumb and the index joined to
major gathered.
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The breast or the center-heart is the Seat of the Soul, whereas the brow is directly connected to the
pineal gland or the "path towards the Soul". The process begins by placing water on the forehead,
the pineal gland or the "Third eye "to awaken the nadi susumnā by pronouncing the formula: In the
name of Father-Mother Creator.

Then, by pronouncing "in the name of the Son", its creation, the thymus (organ of regeneration) is
tapped and stimulated to awaken and release "the Unconditional Love" in the area surrounding the
physical body of the person, its bubble of perception). This area is bounded by the hollow of the left
shoulder where is also placed the nadi "pingalā", the highly- intuitive, the etherical body, the Holy
Spirit., the Feminine...

Then lastly by tapping the hollow of the right shoulder, the nadi "idā" we wake the density, the
intellect, the Masculine, the memories, expressed by Amen: Contraction of Amen-ta, the Ahâ-Men-
Ptah, the memories of the disappeared Atlantis!

When practiced in conscience, these body movements allow one of the part of the brain (the pineal
gland) to contact a densified portion by its total consciousness (or "Soul") which sits in the center-
Heart. This sign is supposed to establish a complete communication with the total Consciousness or
the Higher Self, the Spirit, which is the field of electromagnetic consciousness which surrounds the
human  body  and  which,  when  it  is  moistened  by  the  joined  fingers,  can  materialize  in  the
consciousness of the individual generating his Merkabah.

According to the teachings of the real Yeshua, the first Christians activated their Body of energy or
of  Light,  balancing  thus  the  mental  and  emotional  energies  of  their Consciousness  /
Supraconsciousness.  Today,  without  the  correct  activations  of  the  Body  of
Light, all that stays of these powerful techniques diverted by the current Roman Catholic Church is
an approximate rite where we " wet our body in four places".

At the beginning of the XIIth Century, the Cathars and the first Knight Templars rediscovered the
Truths concerning Yeshua and the Ark of the covenant. Later, these truths were updated through the
narrative of the Cagots and the Chrestians which found an abundance of information and spiritual
techniques which were far from being limited to the activations of the Body of Light and to the real
Cross of the Christianity. It is thus unsurprisingly that by the Pope Eugene III, Knight Templars
received in 1146 the "Mark of Caïn" as symbol of their chivalry.

In the symbol of the Red Cross of the Knight Templars, the circle was abandoned. The stylized
representation which shows the pawed "cross" still contains a good many of geometrical and of
esoterically secret properties. But still, they can only be discovered today by the real initiated, those
who as Yeshua, dedicates their life to serve others, those in the Service to Others.

It is not thus surprising that in March 19th, 1314, on the stake raised on the island of the Jews, in
front of the Palace of the City, Jacques de Molay, last Knight Templar signing himself of the seal of
Cain exclaims: "Pope Clement! King Philippe! Before a year, I summon you to appear to the court
of God to receive your just punishment! Cursed! Cursed! All cursed until the thirteenth generation
of your races! "

The curse of the great master was going to turn out true: Clement V dies on April 20 th, 1314 of
suffocation. Philip the Fair dies during the night of the 26th/ 27th November 1314 of a cerebral ictus.
his three sons will die in the 12 following years, without leaving any male descent, terminating thus
the direct lineage of the Capetians.

But here stops the History!
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Http://fr.chartressecrets.org/templiers/croix_ rouge.htm

To conclude this small chapter dedicated to the symbolism of pawed crosses, synchronicities placed
by the Angel during our last years, brought us at first to put remember the Cathar and Templar
memories  which  went  back  to  the  time  when  we  still  lived  in  Bezu.  This  fragment  of  our
extraordinary transdimensional experience of Cathar and Knight Templar will be probably be told
one day on our site, if we find the time for it...

Because it is from our Cathar and Templar memories that we were brought to understand that these
famous "crosses in the circle" (which are engraved by three times on the ruins of Bezu, castle in
which the Knight Templars had established a commandery) had activated the button "ON" of our
subconscious, activating all our transdimensional memories.

These pawed crosses were already used by "initiated" after to the Atlantis to design of the highly-
vibrational places. The ruins of Bezu are moreover the only place - to our knowledge - where three
original crosses are still gathered.

They were probably engraved by master’s knights of the Temple and represented their blazons.
Placed in precise places (often monolithic blocks), they probably indicated energetical places where
in another dimension of reality was an artifact of electromagnetic technology coming from Amen-
ta.

It would explain that the high frequency of resonance emitted by these places unconsciously attract
those who in other temporal lines, belonged to these old Atlantean families. The places where are
engraved this kind of cross is, after all, intended to refresh their cellular memories, so that they can
"remember" and offer themselves the possibility to release themselves from it.

We find many of these crosses in Razès, especially in the surroundings of Bugarach which are
strewed  with  it.  In  other  regions  where  they  bloom  in  large  numbers,  like  in  Cantal,.
The Corrèze, the Creuse, the Languedoc, the Lauragais, the Larzac, the Pyrenees and the Basque
cemeteries,  the  cross  in  the  circle  is  gladly  called  the  "discoidal  cross".  According  to  Jacques
Baudoin (in his work Les croix du Massif Central, Issoire, 1989, p. 100), they would be dependent
on the Templar foundations or hospitals.

                                                                       ***

We evoked higher in this text, recent experiments of overlapping of time. We are thus going to
speak about it with our understandings of the time.

Jenaël tells:

In the beginning of this August 2016, we went to measure some places in the surrounding forests to
take  some  videos  of  very  particular  artifacts  which  we  shall  soon  insert  into  a  documentary.
Before starting the story of this adventure, we remind the reader that Sand and myself are still under
the influence of a prolonged ketosis, which from time to time has a strong tendency to disconnect us
from the reality of the 3rd dimension.

During our stroll, we went to visit the remains of an old city, probably of Atlantean origin, where I
had discovered three enormous steps which brought us toward a sculpture in a rock of which I have
named the Abgal.
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Of this place emanated a rather particular frequency of resonance.  It is a very old sculpture on a
monolith which represents the head of a man-dolphin. Hidden by the vegetation, these remains are
not known and totally went unnoticed, probably during centuries.

Another place nearby, revealed other energetic peculiarities of the same type.

So, when I approached these places, and by the fact of having been in ketosis (I am convinced of it),
I was unbalanced to the point of not being able to stand anymore. It abruptly seemed to me that I
walked next to my body. I helped myself with the tree branches to support my body, I perceived that
I was not in a known reality anymore, but that I was in a world of colors, perceptions, sensations
which differed "vibrationally" of the one that I knew of. Then, the more I went away from the place,
the more "I re-entered" my body and managed to stabilize in something familiar and found my
balance again. 

Arrived at the second place where I photographed a so-claimed energy door, the same phenomenon
occurred. "I" was gradually shifted from my body as I approached it.

For information, I had already showed these two places to a group of esoteric tourists, managed by
Jean-Michel  Raoux,  who  at  the  time  had  tried  by  means  of  crystals  and  so-called  magic
incantations in elvish language, to reactivate the place to open this dimensional door. Obviously,
his incantations in Cyrillic had absolutely no effect, save for contributing to their own illusion to be
safe. Having warned him of our opinion about the rites of black magic, we then declined his offer to
join his group of spiritual tourism.

Apparently, and because we crossed paths with him recently, he continued cheerfully to lead his
followers through mounts and valleys by avoiding carefully to begin any real internal work with his
group. Finally, isn’t he too not awaiting an Event which would soon arise? The presumed K' sils
fooled him as well. They too, are probably not the ones they claim to be!

After our return from our trip during several days in a row, I walked very often in this way, “beside
my shoes “, between two realities, subject to rather striking spatiotemporal disorders of orientation
and very connected to other plans of reality. I had sometimes become almost unable to undertake
my usual tasks.

It is in these moments that the Angel, my Supraconsciousness, passed on to me the very precise
information which I communicate in this text. Thanks to the “folded-time properties ", the doors of
time opened within me, because my "Supraconscious" had powerfully reconnected to Atlantean
lives from which it drew its memories. Thus, it is well a question of speaking about overlapping
between two spaces-time, which during changes of my perceptions connected me with the upper
center of consciousness!

I am convinced of it today. The dimensional doors do not absolutely bustle by rites of magic.
They answer simply to the frequency of resonance which emanates from the one who makes
the effort of its internal alchemical transformation. To perceive the errors of the past in order
to not reproduce them anymore in a new future, is the unique key so that the doors of Time
open! Let it be said!

                                                                            ***
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Let us pass then in the exploration of the alchemical process, which is no other than the experiment
of this field of torsion which is sent to us by our superior Consciousness. Here is the narrative of our
adventure  in  Navarre  and the incredible  synchronicities  that  catapulted  us  on the  tracks  of  the
Cagots.

When I was drafting the first pages of this dialogue, as if by chance, a reader who had seen our
previous videos, contacted us to supply us of the information about Chrestians with webbed feet by
specifying us that in the Basque Country these people were called: The Cagots.

This reader, Marie-Jeanne suggested us to come and see by ourselves. Answering synchronicities,
we were quickly on the way in search of gooses' feet. At first in the Cathedral of Auch, quoted by
Fulcanelli where is his square, we were welcomed by a stuffed goose and two stone lions.

Then, we revealed the first allusions to the Cagots of Ciboure, and later the country of Navarre
where we met old Basques reluctant to speak about these "cursed people".

Good thing that Marie-Jeanne had put us in connection with an historian of the country, Mr. Kepa
Arburúa Olaizola who kindly shared with us his researches on the Cagots.

Rencontre-avec-kepa-olaizola-31-08-201 http://-www.reseauleo.com/2016/10/06/Les-cagots 6.

We also met Xabier Agote, leader of the project Albaola, which consist in reconstructing the San
Juan, whaler of the XVIth century according to ancestral techniques.

Http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/10/17/IV-m  s-cagots-rencontre-avec-xabier-agote-ch  storage  arpentierinitiateur-du-
project-albaola.

http://www.albaola.com/fr  21  

This nice man carried in his name "Agote" -  which means Cagots in Basque Spanish -and in his
reports, all the knowledge of the carpenters of navies of the old days were these Cagots.

Finally exploring caves and the surroundings of Zugarramurdi, the "women" of our little groups got
submerged by feelings of another time, contacted the memories of these women of Cagots, burnt on
the stake by the inquisition against the witches.

We soon discovered that despite the weighing Omerta on these presumed cursed people, the tracks
of  their  presence  remained  well  marked  in  the  stone  of  churches.  The  spirit  of
Cagots had survived well and truly the multiple inquisitions.  Throughout their  existence, which
goes  back up much farther  that  their  official  history,  they had always been banished from the
population  on  the  pretext  of  being  vector  of  contagious  diseases.  Obviously  thanks  to  the
"Knowledge ", Cagots survived big epidemics of plague resulting from cometary impacts which
rhythmed the end of cycle." The authorities of the time were quick to point them as a "cursed
people", responsible for the epidemics.

In the same way as the Cathars, the Cagots have never disappeared. They are "resuscitated" today
well and truly in the genome of some individuals, working in the Service to Others so that the
deserving portion of humanity can succeed the dimensional change which will soon propel it in a
new dimension of reality in the best condition as possible.

The Cagots were rejected,  exactly because they crossed all  the wars,  all  the epidemics,  all  the
disasters, without ever suffering from it.  They disappeared here to reappear there, because they

21  http://www.albaola.com/en
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detained  a  fabulous  secret:  The  Knowledge.  The  same  secret  that
Yeshua,  Plato,  Fulcanelli,  and  many  others  knew  and  delivered  only  to  those  who  were
deserving and who were prepared to inherit from it. This secret which little by little we shall reveal
in the next dialogues which will help us to conceive and to carry out the dimension of reality in
which we shall soon get a foothold.

 ***

"The incredible dream of Jenaël"

The night which succeeded the hike in the massif of Jaizkibel where we discovered among the rocks
a reptilian shape and another amphibian one.

(to  See video III:  http://www.reseauleo.com/2016/10/17/iii-rêve-de-jenaël-la-momie-partage-chez-mariejeanne-le-
03-09-16/   )  

I made a powerful dream. While we slept in the van, I dreamed that a man dressed in a doctor's
blouse came to find me because, he said, somebody asked for me. He led me to a "military base"
style of building and showed a me creature who slept on a kind of metallic table, one of those used
during autopsy.

He tells me briefly: He asked for you.

By observing closer the creature asleep on the metallic table, I see that she was like a mummy,
completely  dried  out  and  that  on  one  his  side  a  big  gaping  wound  persisted.
His nose presented an oddity because through his nostrils I distinguished something which looked
like a small snail. His eyes were partially covered with an ex-growth of the eyelid.

While I turned her to the stomach, I perceived instead of genitals, a kind of seal which probably had
for function to protect them. His body, of hardly 1.50 m was provided with two small arms and
ended by a kind of sharp tail.

While I detailed him, I had a strange feeling that something had just penetrated us. A kind of energy
invested us. Was it its Soul,  the Spirit? I would not know how to define him exactly. The fact
remains that this mummified being opened his eyes abruptly and fixed me.

I understood very quickly that he communicated with me through my own thoughts. Probably a
kind of telepathy.

He tells me then: I had you be called because I need you if you agree.

Of this being emanated a frequency of such love that, while not knowing about what he wanted, I
gave him my approval at once.

Of  these  two  small  arms,  he  seizes  my  right  hand  and  nibbled  it  until  it  bleeds.
Strangely I felt the small teeths, but it absolutely did not make feel bad. As he inhaled my blood, the
dried-out  body of this  "alien" began to regenerate  and rehydrate,  letting appear small  scales  to
certain  places  of  the  body,  which  revealed  afterward,  the  presence  of  a  tail  end.
As he inhaled my fluids, his body regenerated very quickly. Even his gaping wound which oozed,
then bled abundantly closed and was visibly cured.

But the sensation of the nibble woke me. I was crying during my sleep. I cried of gratitude because
I understood that this being was somewhere another me who needed my help to be cured of his
wound today.
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However,  even woken,  he kept  on transmitting  me information.  This  information  is  at  present
probably stored in my unconscious. Then here is the continuation of its revelations:

He  asserted  me  that  mummified  beings  like  him  were  hidden  in  caves  of  certain  Pyrenean
mountains which are not going to disappear during the big climate and geological changes to come.

He knew it because he said that he knew the line of the future on which he was and because this line
was the one human survivors were going to take to migrate to in 5th dimension STO.

He aspired as well as the first of the Covenant indicated as such by the religions, has strictly nothing
to do with any alliance with a god. These boxes were a kind of golden condensator which, paired
with Djed pillars, were soon to be reactivated by "people" like him. They would serve to project the
terrestrial space-time in an already realized future, where the damages of the impact of a big comet
remained minor.

He also informed me that the frequency of resonance of those who will participate in this jump
between dimensions must already be aligned on that  of this  New World existing in this  "new"
future, and that those who will participate in it will have the feeling to be removed by an enormous
mother ship.

But it will not really be the case, because it is one of the dimensions parallel of the Earth it even that
will act as vessels when we shall cross the wormhole towards this new future.

And, this new future will be populated only with Beings of 5th dimension and will represent a new
sphere of experience for those working in Service to Others. One of the skills that we shall have at
this moment there will, among others, to become guides or guardian angels of our brothers stayed in
3rd dimension STS, to help those who will choose to walk towards the "Service to Others - STO ".

It is thus the continuation of the revelations of this Being who will be the next object of dialogues
with the Angel.

In  the  meantime,  we  prompt  you  to  view  the  videos  of  our  getaway  in  the  Basque  Country.
They are rich in information and revelations, but also the object of dimensional, clearly perceptible
attacks by the connoisseurs. Then always keep the sense of the discernment and good viewing.

Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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